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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
agri-infra modernization approach”

Whatever problem we may
have, the Tasik people can
resolve it. All the brains
required to resolve issues
on our way to success are
here. Pak Bupati presents
clear signals, ideas, plans
and programs. They are the
key to success.
Religion is the door to rapid
socio-political development.
I asked my revered friend
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
former Chairman of
Muhammadiyah: How can
we combine all the power in
the mosques, all the
goodwill, all the prayers, all
our brains into lifting all of
us up and creating the real
reason why Indonesia will
grow to become the world’s
fourth largest economy by

2050 – right after the US,
China, and India. “That
simply requires
cooperation, at all levels”,
he said. And he delegated
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
General to help us do this.
Indeed. Cooperation
translates wishful thinking
into practical results. What
does that mean for all of
us? A change of mindset
and eating habits, said Pak
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
know what to do.
The condition for success is
the togetherness of our
brains. Allah gave us brains.
Brains are without limit.
There is nothing that can
stop brains to create as
brains are created and
motivated by Allah. And if
those brains are combined,
Belgian Ambassador
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
road to 2050 starts here, in
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
malnourished children. That
can and must be changed.
Not one life should be lost
just because we did not
integrate and we did not
cooperate. That’s why
we’re all here.

36

We represent all different
elements in the entire food 4
chain. Everybody here
brings in one element of a 6
picture – one piece of a
puzzle – which is going to
look beautiful even before 7
2050. By then, our children
will be in leading positions
in Indonesia’s leading
9
economy. No more hunger
and poverty. No more
mothers with children in 17
their arms that cannot walk
of hunger. Wealth will be
shared by all layers of
29
society and so money will
be invested in a stable,
31
healthy and forward-looking
society. The investors will 37
be even more happy: a
Return on Investment that
wets anybody’s appetite.
So Tasik is about our
39
successor generation. What
our children use by 2050 44
will be jointly built by all of
us here today. But building
is no longer a matter of
bricks and mortar. We can
use locally produced
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
together with INBAR – the
bamboo science center in
Beijing – will guide us to low
cost-high performance.
Bamboo also produces rich
food, furniture and biofuel.
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readytotocreate
createquality
quality
are
humanresources.
resources.Third,
Third,
human
Tasikisisready
readytotocompete
competeinin
Tasik
theagrobusiness,
agrobusiness,tourism,
tourism,
the
smalland
andmedium
medium
small
enterprises,and
andcreative
creative
enterprises,
economysectors.
sectors.Fourth,
Fourth,
economy
weare
areready
readytotouse
use
we
informationtechnology.
technology.
information
Andfinally,
finally,Tasik
Tasikisisready
readytoto
And
guaranteethe
theease
easeofof
guarantee
investment.
investment.

Ambassadorofofthe
theKingdom
Kingdom
Ambassador
Belgium,whose
whosecountry
country
ofofBelgium,
interestedtotowork
workwith
with
isisinterested
andininTasikmalaya.
Tasikmalaya.
and
Myhope
hopeisisthat
thatthis
this
My
conferencewould
wouldbreed
breed
conference
benefitsand
andgood
goodthings.
things.
benefits
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Forewordby
byMr
MrRio
RioPraaningForeword
PraaningForewordby
byH.
H.Uu
Uu
Ruzhanul
RuzhanulUlum,
Ulum,
MayGod
Godbless
blessususall.
all.
May
Bupati
Bupatiof
ofthe
theRegency
Regencyof
ofTasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya
UuRuzhanul
RuzhanulUlum
Ulum
H.H.Uu
Bupatiofofthe
theRegency
Regencyofof
Bupati
Tasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya

Foreword
Forewordby
byMr
MrRio
RioPraaning
PraaningPrawira
Prawira
Adiningrat
Adiningrat

Thevision
visionofofTasikmalaya
Tasikmalayaisis
The
becomeananIslamic,
Islamic,
totobecome
dynamic,and
andhighly
highly
dynamic,
competitiveregion
regionininthe
the
competitive
agronomybusiness
businesssector,
sector,
agronomy
basedon
ona avillage
villagesystem.
system.
based

Foreword
Forewordby
byMr
Mr
Rio
Rio
Praaning
Praaning
Prawira
Prawira
Theproblem
problemofofmalnutrition
malnutrition
The
importantfactor
factorininthe
the
isisananimportant
AdiningratForeword
AdiningratForeword
by
by
H.
H.
Uu
Uu
Ruzhanul
RuzhanulUlum,
Ulum,
developmentprocess.
process.
development
Healthisisa astandard
standardand
and
Health
Bupati
Bupatiof
ofthe
theRegency
Regency
of
of
Tasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya
essentialfactor
factor
forthe
the
essential
for

Previously,the
theterm
termused
usedinin
Previously,
KabupatenTasikmalaya
Tasikmalayawas
was
Kabupaten
GerbangDesa
Desa(Gerakan
(Gerakan
Gerbang
MembangunDesa)
Desa)oror
Membangun
VillageDevelopment
Development
Village
Movement,and
anditithas
has
Movement,
successfullyincreased
increasedthe
the
successfully
development,welfare,
welfare,and
and
development,
theHuman
HumanDevelopment
Development
the
Index(HDI)
(HDI)ofofTasikmalayan
Tasikmalayan
Index
people.Currently,
Currently,we
weuse
use
people.
thenew
newterm
termTasik
TasikSiap
Siaporor
the
‘TasikisisReady’.
Ready’.Tasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya
‘Tasik
readytotoface
facethe
the
isisready
competition,totoconfront
confront
competition,
globalization,and
andtoto
globalization,
embracethe
theASEAN
ASEAN
embrace
EconomicCommunity.
Community.
Economic

successofofdevelopment.
development.No
No
success
matterhow
howgood
goodthe
the
matter
government’sprograms
programsare
are
government’s
howmuch
muchthe
thefund
fund
ororhow
allocationis,is,asaslong
longasasthe
the
allocation
nutrition
of
the
people
is
nutrition of the people is
bad,the
theprograms
programswill
willnot
not
bad,
succeedmaximally.
maximally.
succeed

Foreword
Forewordby
byMr
MrRio
RioPraaningForeword
PraaningForewordby
byH.
H.Uu
Uu
Ruzhanul
RuzhanulUlum,
Ulum,
Bupati
Bupatiof
ofthe
theRegency
Regencyof
ofTasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya
I wouldlike
liketotothank
thankallallthe
the
I would
speakersand
andthe
the
speakers
participantsfor
forcoming
coming
participants
here,notably
notablythe
the
here,

Foreword
Forewordby
byMr
MrRio
RioPraaning
PraaningPrawira
Prawira
Adiningrat
Adiningrat
Foreword
Forewordby
byMr
MrRio
RioPraaning
Praaning
Prawira
Prawira
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OUR
OURJOINT
JOINTBRAINS:
BRAINS:HIGH-LEVEL
HIGH-LEVELROUNDTABLE
ROUNDTABLECONFERENCE
CONFERENCE

FOREWORD
FOREWORD

Rio
RioPraaning
PraaningPrawira
PrawiraAdiningrat:
Adiningrat:
“Our
“Ourjoint
jointbrains
brains--Tasik’s
Tasik’sholistically
holisticallyintegrated
integrated
agri-infra
agri-inframodernization
modernizationapproach”
approach”

Whateverproblem
problemwe
wemay
may
Whatever
have,the
theTasik
Tasikpeople
peoplecan
can
have,
resolve
resolveit.it.All
Allthe
thebrains
brains
required
requiredtotoresolve
resolveissues
issues
on
onour
ourway
waytotosuccess
successare
are
here.
here.Pak
PakBupati
Bupatipresents
presents
clear
clearsignals,
signals,ideas,
ideas,plans
plans
and
andprograms.
programs.They
Theyare
arethe
the
key
keytotosuccess.
success.
Religion
Religionisisthe
thedoor
doortotorapid
rapid
socio-political
socio-politicaldevelopment.
development.
I asked
I askedmy
myrevered
reveredfriend
friend
Prof
ProfAhmad
AhmadSyafii
SyafiiMaarif,
Maarif,
former
formerChairman
Chairmanofof
Muhammadiyah:
Muhammadiyah:How
Howcan
can
we
wecombine
combineallallthe
thepower
powerinin
the
themosques,
mosques,allallthe
the
goodwill,
goodwill,allallthe
theprayers,
prayers,allall
our
ourbrains
brainsinto
intolifting
liftingallallofof
ususup
upand
andcreating
creatingthe
thereal
real
reason
reasonwhy
whyIndonesia
Indonesiawill
will
grow
growtotobecome
becomethe
theworld’s
world’s
fourth
fourthlargest
largesteconomy
economybyby

2050
2050––right
rightafter
afterthe
theUS,
US,
China,
China,and
andIndia.
India.“That
“That
simply
simplyrequires
requires
cooperation,
cooperation,atatallalllevels”,
levels”,
he
hesaid.
said.And
Andhe
hedelegated
delegated
Muhammadiyah’s
Muhammadiyah’sSecretary
Secretary
General
Generaltotohelp
helpususdo
dothis.
this.
Indeed.
Indeed.Cooperation
Cooperation
translates
translateswishful
wishfulthinking
thinking
into
intopractical
practicalresults.
results.What
What
does
doesthat
thatmean
meanfor
forallallofof
us?
us?AAchange
changeofofmindset
mindset
and
andeating
eatinghabits,
habits,said
saidPak
Pak
Abdul
AbdulMu’ti.
Mu’ti.SoSonow
nowwe
we
know
knowwhat
whattotodo.
do.
The
Thecondition
conditionfor
forsuccess
successisis
the
thetogetherness
togethernessofofour
our
brains.
brains.Allah
Allahgave
gaveususbrains.
brains.
Brains
Brainsare
arewithout
withoutlimit.
limit.
There
Thereisisnothing
nothingthat
thatcan
can
stop
stopbrains
brainstotocreate
createasas
brains
brainsare
arecreated
createdand
and
motivated
motivatedbybyAllah.
Allah.And
Andifif
those
thosebrains
brainsare
arecombined,
combined,
Belgian
BelgianAmbassador
Ambassador
Herman
Hermanisisright:
right:Indonesia’s
Indonesia’s
road
roadtoto2050
2050starts
startshere,
here,inin
Tasik.
Tasik.OK,
OK,we
wehave
have41%
41%
malnourished
malnourishedchildren.
children.That
That
can
canand
andmust
mustbe
bechanged.
changed.
Not
Notone
onelife
lifeshould
shouldbe
belost
lost
just
justbecause
becausewe
wedid
didnot
not
integrate
integrateand
andwe
wedid
didnot
not
cooperate.
cooperate.That’s
That’swhy
why
we’re
we’reallallhere.
here.
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We
Werepresent
representallalldifferent
different
elements
elementsininthe
theentire
entirefood
food
chain.
chain.Everybody
Everybodyhere
here
brings
bringsininone
oneelement
elementofofa a
picture
picture––one
onepiece
pieceofofa a
puzzle
puzzle––which
whichisisgoing
goingtoto
look
lookbeautiful
beautifuleven
evenbefore
before
2050.
2050.ByBythen,
then,our
ourchildren
children
will
willbe
beininleading
leadingpositions
positions
ininIndonesia’s
Indonesia’sleading
leading
economy.
economy.No
Nomore
morehunger
hunger
and
andpoverty.
poverty.No
Nomore
more
mothers
motherswith
withchildren
childreninin
their
theirarms
armsthat
thatcannot
cannotwalk
walk
ofofhunger.
hunger.Wealth
Wealthwill
willbe
be
shared
sharedbybyallalllayers
layersofof
society
societyand
andsosomoney
moneywill
will
be
beinvested
investedinina astable,
stable,
healthy
healthyand
andforward-looking
forward-looking
society.
society.The
Theinvestors
investorswill
will
be
beeven
evenmore
morehappy:
happy:a a
Return
Returnon
onInvestment
Investmentthat
that
wets
wetsanybody’s
anybody’sappetite.
appetite.
SoSoTasik
Tasikisisabout
aboutour
our
successor
successorgeneration.
generation.What
What
our
ourchildren
childrenuse
usebyby2050
2050
will
willbe
bejointly
jointlybuilt
builtbybyallallofof
usushere
heretoday.
today.But
Butbuilding
building
isisno
nolonger
longera amatter
matterofof
bricks
bricksand
andmortar.
mortar.We
Wecan
can
use
uselocally
locallyproduced
produced
Bamboo.
Bamboo.Bandung’s
Bandung’sITB
ITB
together
togetherwith
withINBAR
INBAR––the
the
bamboo
bambooscience
sciencecenter
centerinin
Beijing
Beijing––will
willguide
guideusustotolow
low
cost-high
cost-highperformance.
performance.
Bamboo
Bambooalso
alsoproduces
producesrich
rich
food,
food,furniture
furnitureand
andbiofuel.
biofuel.
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Tasik implement the Four
modernization
will beat Ulum:
Tasik Bupati H. Uu
Ruzhanul
Focal Fields/Twelve Pilot
infant malnutrition.
Projects identified to foster
“We are ready” Telkomsel has offered to
All-Stakeholder

And both internally and
abroad Tasik will drive the
speed of both its
development and its export.
Tasik can offer the world
the highest qualities and
varieties of safe and
effective foods and drinks:
through cyberspace.
Moreover, 3D technology
can provide packaging and
many other tools including
for modernized agriculture.
Investors can bring
transport and other
facilities, including
combined wind/solar/water
energy – even enough to
share it with other
Kabupaten.
The
vision of Tasikmalaya is
to become an Islamic,
But we do
a new port
dynamic,
andneed
highly
to
get
our
products
competitive region inout
the
there:
to
a
world
that
truly
agronomy business sector,
waits
for
Tasik’s
premium
based on a village system.
products and is willing to
pay a premium
price.
Thisinis
Previously,
the term
used
the
world
where
holistically
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
integrated
agriand infraGerbang
Desa
(Gerakan

help Tasik build its own
cyberspace-based Tasik App
Platform.
EvenPanca
the Jakarta
Thus,
we have
Siap or
Stock
Exchange
sees the
‘Five Readinesses’.
greatwe
change
in Tasik
First,
are ready
to
coming. Nothe
wonder
banks
implement
minimum
look
at
their
role
in
the
standard that has been
Telkomsel-supported
Tasik
determined
by the
App PlatformSecond,
experiment.
government.
we
Microfinance
to
jumpstart
are ready to create
quality
Small and
Medium-Sized
human
resources.
Third,
Enterprises
is oneinof
Tasik
is ready(SMEs)
to compete
Telkomsel’s
strength.
The
the agrobusiness, tourism,
Bupati
can
lead us to the
small
and
medium
operationalising
of this
enterprises, and creative
game-changing
Platform.
economy sectors. Fourth,
The
Platform
we
are
ready towill
useallow each
farmer,
each
student,
information technology.each
entrepreneur
and
each to
And
finally, Tasik
is ready
mother with
guarantee
the aease of
malnourished
investment. child to find
the way to a solution. The
Platform
canofbemalnutrition
coThe
problem
managed
by
Tasik’s
is an important factoryoung
in the
intelligentsia.
It
can
help
development process.

coordination and
Cooperation.
Ambassador of the Kingdom
the pastwhose
year, Tasik’s
ofInBelgium,
countrycivil
servants
have
been
is interested to work awith
uniquely
unifying and
and
in Tasikmalaya.
indispensable
My hope is thathelp
this – and a
generator
of
inspiration
conference would breed and
action to
us good
all. Key
benefits
and
things.
important partners –
countries,
ports,
banks –
May
God bless
us all.
have in principle agreed to
So, no, this
is not a
H.invest.
Uu Ruzhanul
Ulum
pipe
dream.
This
is
where
Bupati of the Regency
of
Tasik steps into its future.
Tasikmalaya
This is when of our brains
are effectively put together.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Rio Praaning Prawira

Adiningrat
Secretary General, PA
International Foundation;
Chairman Tasik Children’s
Foundation

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Membangun Desa) or
Health is a standard and
Bupati
of the Regency
Tasikmalaya
Village
Development
essential factorof
for the
Movement, and it has
successfully increased the
development, welfare, and
the Human Development
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
people. Currently, we use
the new term Tasik Siap or
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of development. No
matter how good the
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
All the
conference
here,
notably
the speakers

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
Prawira
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Rio
PraaningReview
Prawira
Adiningrat:
Executive
High-Level
Conference
brains
- Tasik’s
holistically
integrated
“The“Our
Badjoint
News,
The Worse
News,
The Good
News:
Tasik’s
Amazing
Roundtable Can
Beat Malnutrition”
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
5 November 2016, Pendopo, Tasikmalaya, Indonesia
China, and India. “That
elements in the entire food
simply requires
chain. Everybody here
“The bad news is that one outcooperation,
of three Indonesian
is malnourished.
at all levels”,children
brings
in one element of aThe
worse news is that this applieshetosaid.
41%
children.picture
The good
newsofisa that
AndofheTasik’s
delegated
– one piece
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle
–
which
this can be changed by the people around this table.” is going to
General to help us do this.
look beautiful even before
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
this tableleading
this will
Nurhayati
– or Ibu
Nur for
Pak Endy Bayuni left Jakarta
into practical
results.
What around
in Indonesia’s
happen.
Ibu Nur
will fight
for
her
rapidly
on Friday night. As Editor in
does
thatgrowing
mean forcircle
all ofof
economy.
No more
hunger
youand
in Jakarta.”His
friends.
But Pak of
Endy
Chief of The Jakarta Post he
us? A change
mindset
poverty. No key
more
underlined
her
statement
needed to oversee the
advice:
“Come
out
of yourin
and eating
habits,
said Pak
mothers
with
children
that
more
funding
mustwe
be
situation in the capital after
silos.
Youarms
havethat
what
it takes
Abdul
Mu’ti.
So now
their
cannot
walk
provided
to Tasik.
“This will
at times violent
to stop
infant Wealth
malnutrition.
know what
to do.
of hunger.
will be
Whatever problem
allow Tasik to become a pillar Your
demonstrations.
But we
on may
desirebytoallintegrate
shared
layers ofyour
The
condition
for
success
is
have,
the
Tasik
people
can
for Indonesia’s rise to become efforts
Saturday morning he was in
is clear.
Implement
society
and so
money will
the
togetherness
of our
resolve
All the brains
the
world’s
fourth largest
Tasik.
He it.
witnessed
a unique
thebe
integration
four
invested inofa your
stable,
brains.
Allah
gave
us
brains.
required
to
resolve
issues
economy”, he said. “And with focal
discussion of what Belgian
fields:and
agriculture,
healthy
forward-looking
Brains
areof
without
limit.
on our way to
success
are
the
passion
the people
Ambassador
Patrick
Herman
infrastructure,
educationwill
and
society. The investors
There is nothing that can
here. refer
Pak Bupati
would
to as apresents
meeting
be even more happy: a
stop brains to create as
signals,
ideas,saying
plans
ofclear
“amazing
people
Return on Investment that
Report
of
‘Our
Joint are
Brains:
Holistically
Agri-Infra Modernisation
brains
created
and Integrating
and
programs.
They
are
the
amazing things”.
wets anybody’s appetite.
Combating
Malnutrition’
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
5
November
2016,
thosePendopo,
brains areTasikmalaya,
combined, Indonesia
So Tasik is about our
Sometimes it is forgotten that
Religion
is
the
door
to
rapid
Belgian
Ambassador
successor generation. What
30 million Indonesians are
socio-political
development.
“The
bad
news
is
that
one
out
of
three
Indonesian
children
is
malnourished.
The worse
is that
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children
use news
by 2050
still living below the poverty
I
asked
my
revered
friend
this applies
to 41% of
Tasik’s children.
good starts
news ishere,
thatinthis canwill
be be
changed
theby
people
roadThe
to 2050
jointlyby
built
all of
line.
Emily Sutanto,
directing
Prof
Ahmad
Syafii
Maarif,
around
this
table.”
Tasik.
OK,
we
have
41%
us
here
today.
But
building
Tasik’s first major organic
former
Chairman
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
food
exporting
PT. of Bloom
Muhammadiyah:
How
can
can
and
must
be
changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
Agro company, rhetorically
we
combine
all
the
power
in
use locally produced
asked: “How can a family
Not one life should be lost
the
mosques,
all
the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
survive on 500.000 IDR per
just because we did not
goodwill,
all
the
prayers,
all
together with INBAR – the
month?” In Tasik they do.
integrate and we did not
our
brains
into
lifting
all
of
bamboo science center in
“We are the poorest
cooperate. That’s why
us
up
and
creating
the
real
Beijing – will guide us to low
Kabupaten in West Java”,
we’re all here.
reason
why
Indonesia
will
cost-high performance.
said House of
grow
to
become
the
world’s
HE
Patrick
Herman
gave
opening speech
Bamboo
also produces rich
Representatives Member Ibu
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu
Ruzhanul
Ulum:
malnutrition.
We must have
a interests high and payments
to the farmers low; 2) lack of
larger budget for welfare.
support of leaders to change
Above
all,
this
requires
an
“We
are
ready”
this system and properly
Bupati Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
integrated approach. This
training – and stop infant
malnutrition.”

conference and these people
equip the farmers. His
touch my heart, I will fight for solution: optimize microTasik.”
financing,
create
marketing
Thus,
we have Panca Siap or
Ambassador
of the
Kingdom
platforms,
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium,improve
whose country
Agriculture,
Infrastructure
accounting
First,
we are ready
to
is interestedsystems,
to work with
and Funding
establish
individual savings
implement
the minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
Around 80%
Tasikmalayans
programs,
upthis
pregnancy
standard
thatof
has
been
My hope isset
that
are farming.by
But
their
accounts
and
above
all: give
determined
the
conference
would
breed
contribution Second,
to the region’s
the
young
generation
of
government.
we
benefits
and
good things.
GDPready
is a mere
34%.quality
Clearly
farmers a chance! Pak
are
to create
this is not
effective.
Pak
Masril’s
Referring to the Tasik Four
human
resources.
Third,
May Godconclusion:
bless us all.
Masril
Farmer’s
Focus Fields/Twelve Pilot
“Establish the Tasik App
Tasik
is Koto
readyoftothe
compete
in
Bank
Tani lists thetourism,
causes: 1)
Projects, Ibu Nurhayati gave the
Platform
and the
Tasik
agrobusiness,
H. Uu Ruzhanul
Ulum
lack of
funding,
seriously
a rousing speech touching on small
Microfinance
Facility”.of
and
medium
Bupati of the Regency
hindered byand
Tengkulak,
every field of required
Director
for International
enterprises,
creativethe
Tasikmalaya
The
vision of Tasikmalaya
is
middlemen
that keep
loan
Cooperation of University
development:
“Start to think
economy
sectors.
Fourth,
tobig!”,
become
Islamic,
she an
said.
“By 2050
we are ready to use
dynamic,
and
highly
Indonesia
will
become
information technology.
competitive
the
world’s 4th region
largestineconomy,
And finally, Tasik is ready to
agronomy
but todaybusiness
we only sector,
occupy the guarantee the ease of
nd
based
on 102
a village
system.
world’s
place
in
investment.
infrastructure. As an island
Previously,
in
nation wethe
areterm
103rdused
in port
The problem of malnutrition
Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
facilities. That
needs towas
end. is an important factor in the
Gerbang
(Gerakan
In Tasik Desa
we need
development process.
Membangun
Desa)
or we have Health is a standard and
infrastructure.
Soon
Village
Development
our own
airport2. Now we
essential factor for the
Movement,
hasport near success of development. No
must build and
our it
own
successfully
increased
the
Cikalong, and
connecting
matter how good the
development,
welfare,
roads to Bandung
andand
Garut. government’s programs are
the
TheHuman
qualityDevelopment
of our roads
or how much the fund
Index
(HDI)
of Tasikmalayan
requires
immediate
allocation is, as long as the
people.
Currently,
improvement.
Ourwe use
nutrition of the people is
the
new term can
Tasik
or
connectivity
beSiap
easily
bad, the programs will not
The signing
of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between UNSIL,
‘Tasik
is Ready’.
improved.
ThatTasikmalaya
applies to our succeed
maximally.
UMTAS,
PA
International
Foundation and Tasik's Children Foundation on
isenergy
ready to
face
the
requirement as well.
The Establishment of an Outbound Therapeutical Integrated Food
competition,
to water
confront
Without clean
there
I would
like to thank all the
Agency (OTIFA) in Tasikmalaya - operational as of 15 September 2017
globalization,
can be no endand
to to
speakers and the
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
2
Economic
Community.
Opened and
operational in the here, notably the
fully agreed and encouraged
the conference to get to
work: “Tasikmalaya needs to
build up the quality to
compete through improved
education and health care.
We are open for investment.
This integrative conference
will benefit our people.”

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
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Incubator”. Wait
for the
Noor, Owner of PT Citra Agro
Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat:
Buana Semesta fully agrees:
future? No way! Ibu Emily
shows the way with certified
“Transportation is critical.
“Our joint brains
- Tasik’s holistically
integrated
organic sales in at least 7
But so is a change in our
countries. A heart-throbbing
food consumption and
agri-infra modernization
approach”
documentary proved the
production pattern. And we

Siliwangi Dr Unang Atmadja
wondered why it took so long
to resolve these problems.
“Already in 2004 the
European Commission
sponsored a major study of
UNSIL and Wageningen
University identifying Tasik’s
unique opportunities to
improve agricultural
performance”. Listing the
conclusions of this study he
focused at his recent visit to
Thailand: what technologies
can be applied to use Tasik’s
clean air, water and soil to
produce high-value organic
food. “UNSIL can be used as
Center of Knowledge and

Whatever problem we may
have, the Tasik people can
resolve it. All the brains
required to resolve issues
on our way to success are
here. Pak Bupati presents
clear signals, ideas, plans
and programs. They are the
key to success.

uplifting of farmers out of
2050
– right
after the
US,
dire
poverty
through
certified
China,food
and export.
India. “That
organic
simply requires
cooperation,
at all
levels”,
It is
possible, now.
But
he said. Andmust
he delegated
infrastructure
be
Muhammadiyah’s
improved. Ibu Emily:Secretary
“The
Generalof
toone
helpcontainer
us do this.
transport
of
Indeed.
Cooperation
food from Tasik to Jakarta
translates
thinking
costs
six timewishful
more than
the
into
practical
results.
What
transport of that same
does that
mean
for alltoof
container
from
Jakarta
us?
A
change
of
mindset
Singapore”. Pak Yudi
Guntara
and eating habits, said Pak
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
know what to do.

The condition for success is
the togetherness of our
brains. Allah gave us brains.
Brains are without limit.
There is nothing that can
stop brains to create as
brains are created and
motivated by Allah. And if
those brains are combined,
Belgian Ambassador
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
road to 2050 starts here, in
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
malnourished children. That
can and must be changed.

need to optimize our use of
We represent
all different
critical
facilities such
as
elements
in
the
entire
food
slaughter houses, packaging
chain.
Everybody
here
and trucks. Public awareness
brings incritical
one element
a
is another
factor.of
The
picture –must
one be
piece of a
consumer
puzzle
–
which
is goingthis
to
educated.” Interestingly
look
beautiful
even
before
was the number one
2050. By
ourPoll
children
outcome
of then,
the Elite
will
be
in
leading
positions
among 200 students of UNSIL
Indonesia’s
andinUMTAS.
The leading
key advice
economy.
No more
hunger
of Tasik’s
Future
Generation:
and
poverty.
No
more
“Start the combating of
mothers with children in
their arms that cannot walk
of hunger. Wealth will be
shared by all layers of
society and so money will
be invested in a stable,
healthy and forward-looking
society. The investors will
be even more happy: a
Return on Investment that
wets anybody’s appetite.

So Tasik is about our
Religion is the door to rapid
successor generation. What
socio-political development.
our children use by 2050
I asked my revered friend
will be jointly built by all of
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
us here today. But building
former Chairman of
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah: How can
bricks and mortar. We can
we combine all the power in
use locally produced
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR – the
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
Beijing – will guide us to low
all here.
reasonEndy
whyBayuni,
Indonesia
will
Editor-in-Chief
of we’re
the Jakarta
Post (right) chaired the Panel
III: Outperformance.
of the Box
cost-high
Approaches:
grow to become the
world’s Increasing Manpower, Improving Infrastructure
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Bandung to find partners for
organicRuzhanul
food. The experience
Tasik Bupati H. Uu
Ulum:
trade and investment.
and networks of private
Confirming today’s huge
companies are required.
“We
are
ready”
opportunities Telkomsel’s
Ibu Yoelistiyana Widjajanti of Public Private People’s
infant malnutrition at
secondary schools!”

the Tasik Regional
Government reviewed Tasik’s
efforts to improve
infrastructure. An assessment
study was finalized, a strategy
of new terminals agreed, and
Rp 600 bn ready to be spent.
In Europe and elsewhere,
ports define the success of an
economy.
Referring to four highly
successful specialised Belgian
ports, Ambassador to Jakarta
Patrick Herman indicated
Belgium’s willingness to
advise
Tasik.
“Belgian ports
The
vision
of Tasikmalaya
is
and
companies
have
specific
to become an Islamic,
expertiseand
in the
export of safe
dynamic,
highly
food
–
vegetables,
competitive region infruits,
the

Partnerships will help
integrate Regional
Government,
Thus,
we haveNGOs
Pancaand
Siap or
domestic
SMEs
and
‘Five Readinesses’.
international
businesses’
First,
we are ready
to
interests. Effective
packaging,
implement
the minimum
transport
and
marketing
standard that has been
must be integrated.
determined
by the This
requires
optimized
usewe
of
government. Second,
Information
Technology.”
are ready to create quality He
referred
to the current
human
resources.
Third,
Indonesian-EU
Tasik is ready totrade
compete in
negotiations
CEPAtourism,
and
the
agrobusiness,
advised
small
andTasikmalaya
medium to make
optimal
use
of this.
For
enterprises, and
creative
example,
earlier
this
year 350
economy sectors. Fourth,
Belgian
businessmen
we
are ready
to use visited
Indonesia
and
reached up to
information technology.

Vice President Pak Gilang
Prasetya referred to the
Pokemon
phenomenon:
“In a
Ambassador
of the Kingdom
couple
of
months
100
million
of Belgium, whose country
customers
were
reached.
is interested
to work
with
This
is the
Pokemon
and in
Tasikmalaya.
Generation.
Telkomsel
My hope is that
this can
help
Tasik build
itsbreed
domestic
conference
would
and
global
network.
benefits and good things.
Telkomsel covers 97% of
Tasik’s
area.
We
May God
bless
usdevelop
all.
Apps; work with
government,
small
and
H. Uu Ruzhanul
Ulum
medium
Bupati ofenterprises,
the Regency of
universities,
Tasikmalaya schools and
individual students. We see a
change in lifestyle. We
empower people to change
and build employment.”

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

And finally, Tasik is ready to
guarantee the ease of
investment.

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

Previously, the term used in
The problem of malnutrition
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor in the
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
Membangun Desa) or
Health is a standard and
Village Development
essential factor for the
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
successfully increased the
matter how good the
development, welfare, and
government’s programs are
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
people. Currently, we use
nutrition of the people is
the new term Tasik Siap or
bad, the programs will not
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
I would like to thank all the
globalization,
and
to
speakers
the at the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and
Ir Bambang Susanto Priyohadi,
formerand
Director
Resources,
addressed the importance
of
developing
a new port in Cikalong, Tasikmalaya; to
embrace
the ASEAN
participants for coming
his
right
Ibu
Nurhayati,
MP
Economic Community.
here, notably the

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
Prawira
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
obtain clean water for a
family of five for two years.
We sell these integrated
in 38 cities on
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically
12 islands. 750 schools
obtained our filters.” Pak Rio
agri-infra modernization approach”
confirms the tremendous
2050 – right after the US,
China, and India. “That
simply requires
cooperation, at all levels”,
he said. And he delegated
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
General to help us do this.
Indeed. Cooperation
translates wishful thinking
Mr Gilang Prasetya from Telkomsel promised to build the Tasik
into
results.and
What
App Platform in cyber space. This will
helppractical
combat poverty
that
mean for all of
malnutrition through does
Mobile
Apps
us? A change of mindset
“But
farmers
organize
andifeating
habits,
saidinPak
Pak Rio asked: let the
cooperatives,
models
Abdul Mu’ti. So nowcan
webe
conference participant who
developed
for
the
required
know what to do.
knows
someone
without
a
larger investment, and
Whatever
problem
we may
mobile
telephone
raise his
on investment
can beis
The condition
for success
have, the
Tasik people
canor returns
her
hand.
No
one
did.
Soon
re-invested.
This
creates
the
togetherness
of
our
resolve it. All the brains
this
will greatly
impact
on the value.
AndAllah
it produces
brains.
gave us safe
brains.
required
to resolve
issues
cash
each
Tasikmalayan
has
food.”
Brains are without limit.
on our
way
to success are
tohere.
develop
expand
a
But
safe isfood
cannot
becan
There
nothing
that
Pak or
Bupati
presents
business.
No more
Tengkulak.
developed
without
safeas
stop brains
to create
clear signals,
ideas,
plans
Pak
“As mobile
phone
safe water
brainsWithout
are created
and
andGilang:
programs.
They are
the water.
operator
that
focuses
on
combating
malnutrition
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
mobile financial services, we
cannot
successful.
thosebe
brains
are combined,
Religion
is the of
door
to rapid Founder/Director
have
two types
potential
of Nazava
Belgian Ambassador
socio-political
development.
customers: those with and
Water
Filters
in Bandung
Ibu
Herman
is right:
Indonesia’s
I asked
my revered
those
without
a bankfriend
Lisa
Heederik
former
aid in
road
to 2050(astarts
here,
Prof Ahmad
Syafii
Maarif,
account.
We can
service
both, worker)
describes
the41%
Tasik. OK,
we have
former
Chairman
of
and the latter through our
challenge:
dry wells,
unsafe
malnourished
children.
That
Muhammadiyah:
product,
T-Cash.” How can
water,
unsafe
storage,
can and
mustwater
be changed.
we combine all the power in resulting contamination,
Not one life
should
be lost
theIrwan
mosques,
all theHead of
Pak
Abdalloh,
uncertified
bottled
water,
no
just
because
we
did
goodwill,
all the prayers,
all
Market
Development
of the
money to buy certifiednot
integrate
and to
weboil
diddirty
not
our brainsStock
into lifting
all of
Indonesian
Exchange,
bottles
or even
cooperate.
That’s
why
us
up
and
creating
the
real
did not come for nothing to
water. “The solution is to
we’re
here.without
reason
will a
Tasik.
“Sowhy
far Indonesia
we have seen
filter
theall
water
growoftonothing”,
become he
thesaid.
world’s boiling. For 15 USD you can
cycle
fourth largest economy by
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value of these certified and
We represent all different
effective filters. He personally
elements in the entire food
helped distribute these
chain. Everybody here
filters, including after the
brings in one element of a
earthquake in Nepal and with
picture – one piece of a
the help of Qatar Airways. “If
puzzle – which is going to
the filters are combined with
look beautiful even before
appropriate products to
2050. By then, our children
restore the health of an
will be in leading positions
infant, lives are saved.”
in Indonesia’s leading
economy. No more hunger
Underlining the crucial
and poverty. No more
importance of safe water to
mothers with children in
combat infant malnutrition,
their arms that cannot walk
Pak Oki Zulkifli, Head of
of hunger. Wealth will be
Dinas Kesehatan Kabupaten
shared by all layers of
Tasikmalaya, and Pak Endang
society and so money will
Suwarman, Chief of Public
be invested in a stable,
Health Development
healthy and forward-looking
Department at Dinas
society. The investors will
Kesehatan Kota Tasikmalaya,
be even more happy: a
describe the almost diabolical
Return on Investment that
cycle of stunting and serious
wets anybody’s appetite.
infant malnutrition in Tasik.
While
budgets
and health
So Tasik
is about
our
personnel
are
in
place, their
successor generation.
What
joint
counsel
is
to
work
our children use by 2050
through
andall of
will becooperatives
jointly built by
indeed
work
together.
Their
us here today. But building
to-do-list
prioritizes:
is no longer
a matter of
- bricks
All healthand foodand mortar.
We can
related
agencies
must
use
locally
produced
stop working
in silos;
Bamboo.
Bandung’s
ITB
- together
Their work
must
be – the
with INBAR
synchronized
and
theirin
bamboo
science
center
planning
and
Beijing – will guide us to low
implementation
must be
cost-high
performance.
integrated;
Bamboo
also produces rich
food, furniture and biofuel.
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education must be improved.
- Posyandus
and others H. Uu
“Without
the empowerment
Tasik
Bupati
Ruzhanul
Ulum:
work well, but are not ‘on of women all progress will be Because women carry an
enormous burden and are
target’ and not ‘on the
We live in a
“We
are ready” difficult.
often deprived of a decent
spot’. All work must be
patriarchal society that
integrated with
Cooperatives, Women’s
organisations and other
NGOs, with an accent on
Education and
Implementation;
- Nutrition education must
be integrated in
secondary school
programs and consulted
with Mosques.

subjugates women. There is
even violence against
women
upSiap
in or
Thus,
wethat
haveends
Panca
malnourishment
‘Five
Readinesses’.including of
pregnant
women.
Our
First, we are
ready to
religious
and
societal
implement the minimum
leadership
must
standard
that
haschange
been the
role
of
women,
including
determined by the
through a better
government.
Second, we
interpretation
of religious
are
ready to create
quality
understandings
that
are
human resources. Third,
currently
biased
and
Tasik is ready to compete in
discriminating.
the
agrobusiness,Particularly
tourism,
pregnant
women
small and mediumrequire
better nutrition
their
enterprises,
and and
creative
economy sectors. Fourth,
we are ready to use
information technology.
And finally, Tasik is ready to
guarantee the ease of
investment.

life, both reproductive health
and maternal health suffer.
This
negatively
on
Ambassador
of impacts
the Kingdom
young
mothers’
capacity
to
of Belgium,
whose
country
provide
breast
milk
for
their
is interested to work with
children.
To improve all this
and in Tasikmalaya.
both
government
and
My hope
is that this
religious
authorities
must
conference would breed
work
towards
a
new
form of
benefits and good things.
agreement between all
stakeholders.
requires
May God blessThis
us all.
joint action to end injustice
against
women Ulum
and
H. Uu Ruzhanul
empower
them.
This will
Bupati of the Regency
of
Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

Ibu Enung Nursaidah,
Chairwoman Fatayat NU,
could not agree more.
The vision of Tasikmalaya is
to become an Islamic,
dynamic, and highly
competitive region in the
agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

Previously, the term used in
The problem of malnutrition
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor in the
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
Membangun Desa) or
Health is a standard and
Village Development
essential factor for the
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
successfully increased the
matter how good the
development, welfare, and
government’s programs are
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
people. Currently, we use
nutrition of the people is
the new term Tasik Siap or
bad, the programs will not
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
I would like to thank all the
globalization, and to
speakers and the
Ibu Nurhayati of the House of Representatives addressed President Joko Widodo's infrastructure
embrace the ASEAN
participants
for coming
plan; this must
include Cikalong
Port in Tasikmalaya
Economic Community.
here, notably the

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
Kampung Gizi is a place
where
much of Ibu Enung’s
agri-infra
modernization approach”
desires are already realised.
reduce infant malnutrition
and mortality.”

What the Bloom Company is
for export, is Kampung Gizi
for combating malnutrition
locally. Its leader, Ibu Yanti,
describes how a cooperative
approach focused at training
and education results in
improved nutrition. “Through
small companies, through
city farming, extra family
income can be generated.
Several NGOs, nutrition
centres and official
institutions have parts of the
answer to malnutrition. We
truly
need to
integrate
Whatever
problem
we all
may
these
Wawan
have,services.”
the Tasik Pak
people
can
Nawawi,
Chairman
of
resolve it.
All the brains
BAZNAS
the
West-Java
requiredinto
resolve
issues
Province,
fully
on our way
toagrees
successand
are
points
all presents
calls for an
here. out
Pak that
Bupati
integrated
multi-stakeholder
clear signals,
ideas, plans
cooperation
have
never
and programs.
They
arebeen
the
better
key toaddressed
success. than at this
roundtable where all
Religion is the
to rapid
stakeholders
aredoor
present.
The
socio-political
development.
resulting cooperative
I asked my
revered
friend
approach
should
be led
by
Prof Ahmad
Syafii
Maarif,in
religious
leaders
resulting
formerthat
Chairman
of on a
change
is based
Muhammadiyah:
shared
philosophy:How can
we
combine
all the
power in
nutritional value
strengthens
the
mosques,
all
the
the body and the soul. The
goodwill,
the prayers,
Dean
of theallHealth
Facultyall
of
our
brains
into
lifting
all
of
Universitas Muhammadiyah
us up and creating
the real
Tasikmalaya,
Pak Saryomo,
reason at
why
will
focuses
theIndonesia
educational
grow
to
become
the
world’s
part of this philosophy.
fourth largest economy by

2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
China, and India. “That
elements in the entire food
simply requires
chain. Everybody here
cooperation, at all levels”,
brings in one element of a
he said. And he delegated
picture – one piece of a
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
General to help us do this.
look beautiful even before
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
Ibu
Enung Nursaidah
of Fatayat NU (center),
for
translates
wishful thinking
will be vigorously
in leadingpleads
positions
women equality
into practical results. What
in Indonesia’s leading
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
malnutrition
outreach
project
Internship
programmes
and
us? A change
of mindset
and poverty.
No more
embedded
university
a and
stronger
activation
of the
eating
habits, said
Pak
mothers in
with
children in
courses.
The outreach
canwalk
be
role
of students
Abdul
Mu’ti. Soinnow we
their arms
that cannot
obtained
through
an will
App-be
combating
malnutrition
can
know what
to do.
of hunger.
Wealth
based
cooperation
with
strengthen all other
shared
by all layers
of
The
condition
for
success
is
GoJek-like
companies
such
institutions. He cannot be
society and
so money
willas
the togetherness
our of
KlikQuick.
Its Co-Founder
disappointed
by theofviews
be invested
in a stable, Pak
brains.
Allahofgave
us brains.
Raden
Ian and
Ihsan
Gopur
the
students
UMTAS
and
healthy
forward-looking
Brains
are
without
limit.
explains
how
out-of-theUNSIL themselves. The mere
society.
Thethis
investors
will
There
nothing
can
boxbeopportunity
fact
thatissome
200that
students
even more works:
happy: a
stop brains
create as
“There
is one
click for that
responded
toto
a malnutritionReturn
on Investment
brains
are
created
and
everything.
For 2,000
Rp per
oriented questionnaire and
wets anybody’s
appetite.
motivated
Allah.
And if
kilometre we can transport
came
up withbyquite
strong
those
brains
are strongly
combined, you
Sowithin
Tasik is
about our
minutes
to any
and
original
ideas
Belgian
Ambassador
successor
generation.
What
destination in Tasik. We can
suggests the direct
Herman is right:
Indonesia’s help
ourwith
children
use bywith
2050
marketing,
involvement
of these
road
to
2050
starts
here,
in
will
be
jointly
built
by
of
shopping. We are part ofall
the
students in combating
Tasik.
OK,
we
have
41%
us
here
today.
But
building
transport solution.”
malnutrition [see survey
malnourished
That
is no longer a matter of
results
further inchildren.
this
can
and
must
be
changed.
bricks andthe
mortar.
Connecting
microWe can
booklet].
use
locally
produced
solutions to a macro
Not one life should be lost
Bamboo.the
Bandung’s
approach,
Director ITB
of the
Pak Rio uses the opportunity
just because we did not
together
with
INBAR
the
office of former Minister– of
to disclose the
integrate and we did not
bamboo
science
center
in
Maritime Affairs and
UMTAS/UNSIL/PA
cooperate. That’s why
Beijing –Pak
willRizal
guideRamli,
us to low
Resources
Ir.
International project
we’re all here.
cost-high
performance.
Bambang Susanto Priyohadi,
involving students in a
Bamboo
rich
reveals
thatalso
the produces
Government
combating infant
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
who vowed to realise
Tasikmalaya’s own port of
Cikalong.
“We are ready”
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
‘Five Readinesses’.
First, we are ready to
implement the minimum
standard that has been
determined by the
government. Second, we
are ready to create quality
human resources. Third,
Winners of AIM in Tasikmalaya CSR Prize and Tasikmalaya Fresh
Tasik Prize
is ready to compete in
Brains Next Generation
the agrobusiness, tourism,
small and medium
this year started a formal
Government
of Tasikmalaya
enterprises,
and creative
discussion on the opening of
to
rapidly appeal
to the
The
vision
of
Tasikmalaya
is
economy
sectors.
Fourth,
South Java through the
national Government
to
to become anofIslamic,
we are
ready
to use of
construction
ports.
allow
the
construction
dynamic, and highly
information
“Tasikmalaya
and the
Cikalong
porttechnology.
in cooperation
competitive
region
in
the
And
finally,
Tasik
is ready
province of West-Java must
with the Government
of to
agronomythis
business
sector,
guarantee the
ease
of
approach
cautiously
in
West-Java.
Even
if Cikalong
based
on
a
village
system.
investment.
view of the eco-sensitive
port is not yet part of our
concerns, but also
country’s infrastructure
Previously, the
term used
The problem
malnutrition
aggressively
because
not in
plans,
the newofairport
in
Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
was
is
an
important
factor
in
the
much time is left.” Pak
Tasik and the hinterland of
Gerbang
Desa
(Gerakan
development
process.
Bambang refers to existing
Bandung
are clear
Membangun
Desa) or that
Health is a to
standard
railways
and highways
arguments
includeand
Village
Development
essentialport
factor
can
be improved,
extended
Cikalong
in for
thethe
plans
Movement,
has a
success
development.
and
created and
intoitboth
that
are of
currently
shapedNo
by
successfully increased
matter
how of
good
the
south-south
link and a the
link to the
Ministry
Maritime
development,
welfare,
government’s
programsHis
are
Bandung.
“Cikalong
is and
Affairs
and Resources.”
the Human by
Development
or howwere
much
the fund
words
eagerly
picked up
recognized
the
Index (HDI) ofasTasikmalayan
allocation
is, as longaround
as the
by
the businessmen
Government
a potential
people.
Currently,
we
use
nutrition
of the
people is
the
table and
more
area for a new port. I
the new term
Tasik
or
bad, the programs
will not
particularly
by Ibu Nurhayati,
strongly
advise
the Siap
regional
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
I would like to thank all the
globalization, and to
speakers and the
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
Economic Community.
here, notably the

Dr H. Abdul Mu'ti, Secretary
General of Muhammadiyah,
Ambassador
of the
Kingdom
connects
the key
issues
of
of
Belgium,
whose
country
agriculture, infrastructure,
is interested
work with in
education
andto
malnutrition
and
in
Tasikmalaya.
the most practical and dayMy hope
that problem
this
to-day
way:is“The
is
conference
would
breed
that
Indonesians
prefer
benefits and
things.
‘delicious’
overgood
‘nutritious’.
Food stands for all kinds of
May Godand
bless
us all.
emotions
goals.
We need
to create clarity and
H. Uu Ruzhanul
knowledge
aboutUlum
the role of
Bupati
of the Regency
of
food
in society.
We require
Tasikmalaya
change in why we eat what.”
Referring to Pak Sambas,
Chairman of the Farmers
Association Kelompok Tani
Nelayan Andalan, he agrees
with the Koran as a guidance
for good food. “This must not
only be halal but also thoyib
– healthy food. This may
require us to adapt our
lifestyle and not just eat rice
but particularly fruits and
vegetables. With all present
or interested in this
roundtable we can build the
required knowledge about
food, produce and distribute
locally what is required and
contribute to an optimal
agronomy!”
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Rio
Praaning
Prawira
FOUR
FOCAL
FIELDS AND
TWELVE Adiningrat:
HOLISTICALLY INTEGRATED MULTI
STAKEHOLDER
AGRI-INFRA
PROJECTS SUPPORTING
“Our joint
brains -DEVELOPMENT
Tasik’s holistically
integrated
PRESIDENT JOKOWI IN TASIKMALAYA
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
Or how a new Tasik
App Platform can integrate
Tasik Agri, Infra and Education

Modernisation with Successfully Combatting Malnutrition through a Holistically Integrated
2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
Multi-Stakeholder Approach.
China, and India. “That
elements in the entire food
simply requires
chain. Everybody here
cooperation, at all levels”,
brings in one element of a
he said.
AndPresidential
he delegated
picture Monoarfa,
– one piece of a
On 31 August 2017 Bupati Uu Ruzhanul
Ulum,
Advisor Suharso
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle
–
which
is going
Member of the House of Representatives Nurhayati Effendi, former Presidential
Advisor
on to
General
to
help
us
do
this.
look
beautiful
even
before
Public Health Dr Widjaja Lukito, former World Food Programme expert Maria Catharina, and
Indeed.
2050. By then,
our children
Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat agreed
on Cooperation
a total approach toward holistically
integrated
agritranslates
wishful
thinking
will
be
in
leading
infra modernization in Tasik, starting with an official visit of a High-Level Delegation ofpositions
the
into practical
What
in Indonesia’s
leading
Sultanate of Oman to Tasik and Jakarta
on 16-21results.
November
2017. This
is a once-in-a-lifetime
that mean
for all of and underequipped
economy. No more
opportunity for Tasikmalaya, in lessdoes
populated
yet underused
Southhunger
West
us?
A
change
of
mindset
and
poverty.
No
more
Java, to turn its vast amounts of fertile soil, its clean water, its geothermal, solar, water
and
and eating
said Pakbusiness
mothers
with children in
wind energy and its geostrategic position
into habits,
an undeniable
proposition.
Mu’ti. So now
weagree thattheir
arms that
cannot
PricewaterhouseCoopers, McKinseyAbdul
and President
Jokowi
Indonesia
will be
the walk
know
what
to
do.
of
hunger.
Wealth
will be
world’s 4th largest economy by 2050. The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), Port
of
Whatever problem we may
shared
by
all layers
of
Rotterdam and several other majorThe
potential
partners
have
expressed
their
interest
in
condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
investing in Cikalong Port and agri-infrastructure.
the
togetherness
of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested in a stable,
brains. Allah gave us brains.
required to resolve issues
healthy
andtowards
forward-looking
The holistically integrated proposals
below
will
be embedded
respectful
local
Brains
are
without
limit. in andsociety.
on our way to success are
The
investors will
tradition and environment – and will
be
inspired
by
religion.
Through
a
Multi-stakeholder
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even
happy: a
Advisory Group and Steering Groupstop
including
localmore
Departments
brainsall
to relevant
create asMinistries and
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return
on Investment
that
and senior representatives of science,
industry,
education,
services
and (social)
brains
are created
and NGOs, public
and programs. They are the
wets
anybody’s
appetite.
media, this initiative will be successful.
The shape
of this
new
motivated
by Allah.
And
if approach may be as follows:
key to success.
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
Agriculture
Religion is Modernization
the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation. What
a.socio-political
The Establishment
of an App-based
Micro-Financing
Facility
development.
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
b.I asked
The my
Development
of Organic Agriculture
Products
partlyinon OVOP
Village,
One
revered friend
road to 2050
starts here,
will(One
be jointly
built
by all of
Product)
basis
(one
cooperative,
one
product),
foreign
off-take
and
bamboo
for
domestic
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But
building
multipurpose
former
Chairman use
of re-oriented malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
c.Muhammadiyah:
The Food Chain
Infra
modernisation
stores,
packaging, etc)bricks
including
3D Technology
How
can
can and(cold
must
be changed.
and mortar.
We can
we combine all the power in
use locally produced
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR – the
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
grow to become the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Infrastructure Modernization
a. App/Infra for Local Trade, Health Care, Education, and Training
b. Establishment of IT (Tasik App Platform) and road infra (Cikalong-Airport-Bandung)
c. The Development of Cikalong Port for international trade and inward investment
Public Health
a. The Establishment of an App-based
Combat-Malnutrition
Thus, wemulti-stakeholder
have Panca Siap or
Ambassador of Community
the Kingdom
including a new life saving UMTAS-UNSIL-PA/Tasik
Children Foundation
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium,based
whoseOutreach
country
Therapeutical Infant Food Agency
(OTIFA)
First, we are ready to
is interested to work with
b. The Integration of the Anti-Malnutrition
Community
Infrastructure and
implement the
minimum with Supporting
and in Tasikmalaya.
Logistics (KlikQuick etc)
standard that has been
My hope is that this
c. The Public Education on Nutrition
Knowledge
(via
Sinetron,
Game
Show, would
etc) breed
determined by the
conference
government. Second, we
benefits and good things.
Education and Training Centre are ready to create quality
a. IT Volunteer App-based Multi-stakleholder
Group
human resources.
Third,
May God bless us all.
b. The Digitalization of the SMEs
Database
leading
to optimized
SME training optimizing
Tasik is ready to compete
in
market access, IT based communication
and atourism,
disciplined delivery
quality based
the agrobusiness,
H. Uuof
Ruzhanul
Ulum
consumer products
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
Tasikmalaya’s
Unique Departure
to the Future
The
vision of Tasikmalaya
is
economy
sectors. Fourth,
9 August
Suherman Gaos,
toOn
become
an 2016
Islamic,
we SP,
areDivision
ready toHead
use of Tasikmalaya’s Food Security
Agency, and
described
sometimes serious
malnutrition in Tasik: antiquated
dynamic,
highly the causes of information
technology.
agriculture,region
lack ofininfrastructure,
hidden
unemployment,
competitive
the
And
finally,
Tasik is ready low
to income. 29% of the
population
cannot
feed
their
children
properly.
There
is
a
lack of nutritious food, notably
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
spinach
othersystem.
green vegetables
(50%), fruits (50%), meat (40%), chicken (40%), fish
based
on and
a village
investment.
(40%), and nuts (40%). Early marriages and undernourished mothers create children with
serious nutrition
deficits
first problem
1,000 days
earth. The consequence is
Previously,
the term
used in
in their The
of on
malnutrition
Underdevelopment
of key
as the brain,
stomach
Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
wasorgans
is such
an important
factor
in the and heart. A life of
underperformance
clouds the child’s,
the
region’s
and
Gerbang
Desa (Gerakan
development process. the nation’s future. With all of our
combined
brains
and
hearts
this
can be isstopped
and and
turned into a giant success. Exactly by
Membangun Desa) or
Health
a standard
addingDevelopment
an international and strong
purchasing
Village
essential
factorpower
for thesegment to Tasik’s domestic market
both
food
thirsty
Oman
(and
possibly
China)
and
underproducing
Tasik can hugely benefit.
Movement, and it has
success of development.
No
Tasik’s
October
2016
first
ever
combined
International
Expo
and
Conference,
which
successfully increased the
matter how good the
attracted foreign
delegations
from
the European
Union, ASEAN
development,
welfare,
and
government’s
programs
are and China, demonstrates
Tasik
is
ready.
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
Bupati Currently,
and Wali Kota:
Four Focal
Fields and
Twelve
Tantalizing
Projects
people.
we use
nutrition
of the
people
is
In
September
2016
Minister
Eko
highlighted
his
plan
to
help
structure
SME- and MNE
the new term Tasik Siap or
bad, the programs will not
oriented
strategies
to jumpstart succeed
regionalmaximally.
economies. In October 2016 Tasik’s Bupati Uu
‘Tasik
is Ready’.
Tasikmalaya
Ulumthe
presided over a meeting with his complete management and advisers
isRuzhanul
ready to face
launching a Holistically
Multi-Stakeholder
Agri-Infra
Modernization Strategy that
competition,
to confrontIntegrated
I would
like to thank all
the
will be presented
to President Joko
Widodo.
globalization,
and to
speakers
andOn
the5 November 2016, this radically new
approach
including
and
People’s
Power elements was discussed by the
embrace
the
ASEAN High Technology
participants for coming
most
influential
national
and
local
politicians,
industrial
experts, health gurus, local
Economic Community.
here, notably the
universities, local NGOs and successful Tasik entrepreneurs. All Tasik centres of thought and
development and particularly UNSIL and UMTAS received live-streamed info and
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
(1) Agriculture Modernization
(2) Infrastructure Modernization
modernization approach”
(3) agri-infra
Public Health
participated in an intellectuality poll. This strengthened the Holistically Integrated Four Focal
Fields and Twelve Tantalizing Projects approach:

(4) Education and Training

2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
China,
and India.
“That
elements
inintegrated
the entire food
Under each Field three Pilot Projects
are selected
that
share coordinated
goals,
simply
requires
chain.
Everybody
here
ways and means and strongly disciplined and focused managements for multi-stakeholder
cooperation,
at
all
levels”,
brings
in
one
element
of a
participants. How will Coordination and Implementation be ensured?
he said. And he delegated
picture – one piece of a
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
The threads through all fields and projects are the following:
General
to
help
us
do
this.
look beautiful even before
IT and App applications
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
Water security
translates
wishful
thinking
will be in leading positions
Food security and safety
into
practical
results.
What
in Indonesia’s leading
Job security
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
Disciplined execution
us?
A
change
of
mindset
and poverty. No more
Respect for environment
and
eating
habits,
said
Pak
mothers with children in
Rule of law
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
Full transparency
know
what
to
do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
Internationality
Whatever problem we may
shared by all layers of
Clear deliverables.
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested
in a stable,
Apps for Farming, Enterprising, Infra
and Allah
Health
Care:
new Tasik App
Platform
brains.
gave
us abrains.
required to resolve issues
healthy
and forward-looking
In the recent past applied sciences,Brains
optimized
farming,limit.
manufacturing,
packaging,
storage,
are without
on our way to success are
society.
The
investors
transport, marketing, financing andThere
export
were
all
outside
the
grasp
of
most
farmers
and will
is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be
even
more
happy:
entrepreneurs in Tasik. But today everyone
hastoacreate
mobileasphone, and with Apps on that a
stop brains
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return
on Investment
phone all of these matters can be obtained
fastand
and now. Banks
are ready
to engagethat
brains arecheap,
created
and programs. They are the
wets
anybody’s
appetite.
– cutting out loan sharks. Through motivated
UMTAS andbyUNSIL
Nations organizations
FAO,
Allah.the
AndUnited
if
key to success.
UNDP and Scaling Up Nutrition arethose
readybrains
to share
onTasik
the use
of Low-Risk
areknow-how,
combined, adviceSo
is about
our
Pesticides
and
Fertilizers
to
produce
high-value
organic
foods,
business
plans,
market
access
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation.
What
and
any
other
guidance
including
global
best
practices.
The
2014
UNSIL
High-Level
Seminar
socio-political development.
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
has
already
to support
and cooperate.
B2B, by all of
I asked
mydemonstrated
revered friendTasik’s readiness
road to 2050
starts here,
in
willMoreover,
be jointly built
market
data,
micro-financing
and
even
crowd
funding
(particularly
for
combating
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But building
malnutrition
cases)of
can be arranged
or
provided.
former Chairman
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah: How can
can and must be changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
For
of theallFour
Eko Sandjojo
and
weeach
combine
the Focal
powerFields
in the new plans and projects of Minister
use locally
produced
the
Tasik
authorities and organizations
can integrate
their
Not one life should
be lost and coordinate
therelevant
mosques,
all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s
ITB
capacities
and
(human)
resources
through
the
Tasik
Four
Focal
Fields
App
Platform.
Input– the
just
because
we
did
not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR
can
giveninto
by enterprises
for recent
export successes
in Organic
integrate
and weTasik
did not
ourbe
brains
lifting all of responsible
bamboo
scienceRice
center in
and
High-Quality
Fishthe
and
Fruits Products.
cooperate. That’s why
us up
and creating
real
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
Ingrow
eachto
ofbecome
the Fourthe
Focal
Fields specific Member Groups can be created
that engage
in pilotrich
world’s
Bamboo
also produces
projects
both through
theby
Internet and during meetings. The integrated
fourth largest
economy
food,Platform
furniture and biofuel.
Management can ensure that funding and management training can be provided so that the
scaling up of pilots can be easily realized. The establishment and operation of the Tasik App
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Platform can lead to a practical Four Focal Fields business incubation centre in Tasik, backed
up by Ministries, banks, foreign and private investors and Multinational Enterprises (MNEs)
seeking partnerships with local SMEs.
How can the Four Focal Fields Tasik App Platform become a practical reality for farmers,
entrepreneurs, educationalists and health care workers? Below three Pilot Projects for each of
the Four Focal Fields are described: through twelve projects the Central Government and Tasik
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
Ambassador of the Kingdom
can jump-start the future. A future of rapid IT/app based agri-infra modernization leading to
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium, whose country
high-value-adding industries, well-paid jobs and an end to infant malnutrition.
First, we are ready to
is interested to work with
implement the minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
First Focal Field: Agriculture Modernization
standard that has been
My hope is that this
Around 80% of Tasikmalayan workforce is in farming, producing around 35% of Tasik’s GDP.
determined by the
conference would breed
Most produce is marketed and consumed locally for depressed prices. In the next 10 years
government. Second, we
benefits and good things.
China and many other Asian nations will experience rapidly rising and very serious shortages in
are ready to create quality
safe and healthy foods. Foreign markets such as these will require, and therefore will be willing
human resources. Third,
May God bless us all.
to pay for, substantial volumes of imported foods, which can, as of now, be produced in
Tasik is ready to compete in
Tasikmalaya. A major 2004 European Union sponsored study of Wageningen University and
the agrobusiness, tourism,
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Universitas Siliwangi in Tasik concluded as follows:
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
a.
The Regency has a wide variety of products with a comparative advantage over other
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
regions that show an increasing domestic and international demand as well;
The vision of Tasikmalaya is
economy sectors. Fourth,
b.
These agriculture, forest and fishery products provide the Regency with the possibility to
to become an Islamic,
we are ready to use
invest in an integrated agribusiness approach, which will result in a substantial
dynamic, and highly
information technology.
contribution to the overall economic development of the region (jobs, income);
competitive region in the
And finally, Tasik is ready to
c.
However, this comparative advantage (traditional know-how & expertise, the Regency’s
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
climate and natural resources), combined with a growing demand for value-added
based on a village system.
investment.
products is insufficiently exploited;
d.
The main reason for this is the absence of an effective economic infrastructure to
Previously, the term used in
The problem of malnutrition
support trade activities. Unlike other Regencies, the Tasikmalaya Regency is
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor in the
insufficiently connected to highways and has no commercial harbor facilities;
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
e.
Interviews with agricultural traders provide one major reason for not exporting their
Membangun Desa) or
Health is a standard and
produce (domestically or international): the inability to efficiently transport fresh
Village Development
essential factor for the
produce to markets outside the Regency;
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
f.
Another reason is the lack of access to credit for investing in business opportunities to
successfully increased the
matter how good the
agribusiness entrepreneurs. Regardless of the comparative advantage and/or market
development, welfare, and
government’s programs are
demand, SMEs lack an enabling environment to support their growth;
the Human Development
or how much the fund
g.
Although outside the scope of this research, investments in infrastructure are thought to
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
boost other economic activities as well. The Regency’s territory has a large but underpeople. Currently, we use
nutrition of the people is
developed source of marine fisheries and has still unexploited mining potential for
the new term Tasik Siap or
bad, the programs will not
minerals such as iron sand. Finally, the long-stretching white beaches of the Regency’s
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
southern coast are presently an under-developed source of (eco-)tourism income;
is ready to face the
h.
The main finding of this research is that for the development of the Regency’s
competition, to confront
I would like to thank all the
agribusiness potential, investments are required in both infrastructure (roads, a
globalization, and to
speakers and the
commercial and fisheries port) and in providing access to credit to entrepreneurs. What
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
has changed since 2004? IT! Mobile phones and apps bridge all the physical
Economic Community.
here, notably the
infrastructure.
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“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
agri-infra modernization approach”

According to interviews with farmers and entrepreneurs in 2016, the role of Tengkulak
(middlemen/loan sharks) must be abolished. They act as both lenders of high-interest venture
capital to farmers as well as collectors of their products – often with unfair prices.
Consequently, farmers and other smallholders in agriculture are not in the best financial
position to even fulfil their basic needs, let alone to improve their education, training, skills,
use of low-risk pesticides and fertilizers, modern tools, and penetration capacity throughout
the Value-Adding Food Chain. By cutting out the middlemen, introducing direct lending
2050
– right
afterand
thesupport
US,
We represent
all different
through a Mobile App and providing
optimal
advice
through
a Tasik App
Platform,
China,
and
India.
“That
elements
in
the
entire
the drawbacks of the past can be changed into a supportive environment for Tasik’s futurefood
chain.
here
farming, fish-farming, fisheries, andsimply
animalrequires
husbandry. Minister Eko’s
new Everybody
micro-finance
cooperation,
at
all
levels”,
brings
in
one
element
instruments, local banks, TELKOMSEL and investors can be streamlined and materialized of a
And
he delegated
picture
– onebe
piece
of athat
through the Tasik App Platform andhea said.
future
business
incubator facility.
It should
noted
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle
–
which
is
going
to
the Pilots below can be applied to similar integrated projects in all other agri-sectors.
General to help us do this.
look beautiful even before
Cooperation
2050. By
then, our children
Pilot Project I A: Establishment of Indeed.
Tasik/Village
Ministry Micro-Financing
Facility:
translates
wishful
thinking
will
be
in
leading
According to all farmers and notably Ms. Emily Sutanto (the owner of PT Bloom
Agro)positions
and Mr
into
practical
results.
What
in
Indonesia’s
leading
Masril Koto (the founder of Farmers’ Bank), the main hindrance of any agriculture
that
mean for(middlemen).
all of
economy.
No more
hunger
development in Tasikmalaya is the does
role of
Tengkulak
Mr
Masril Koto
is ready
to
us?
A
change
of
mindset
and
poverty.
No
more
partner with local actors such as Dinas Pertanian (agriculture), Dinas Peternakan dan Perikanan
andBank
eating
said Pak
mothers scheme
with children
(animal husbandry and fisheries) and
BJBhabits,
to establish
a microfinancing
for in
Mu’ti.
nowfrom
we Tengkulak’s
theircontrol.
arms that
farmers, breeders, and fishermen Abdul
that will
free So
them
Thiscannot walk
know
what
to
do.
of
hunger.
Wealth
be
microfinancing facility can start using Minister Eko’s Village’s Dana Desa (Village Fund),will
which
Whatever problem we may
shared by all layers of
is now, according to Minister Eko, prioritized
for developing
The condition
for success local
is SMEs.
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested
in a stable,
The Tasik App Platform, as potentially
established
byus
thebrains.
Tasik Authorities
and local
brains.
Allah gave
required to resolve issues
healthy
and forward-looking
Stakeholders, and Minister Eko canBrains
jointlyare
initiate
andlimit.
potentially fund
this project
while an
without
on our way to success are
society.
The investors will
App-based Membership facility is opened
for
potential
users.
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
stop brains to create as
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return on Investment that
Pilot Project I B: Sharing Organic Farming
towards
High-Value
Products
brains are
created
and
and programs. They are the
wets anybody’s
appetite.
The results of the UNSIL 2014 High-Level
FoodbySafety/Combating
Malnutrition
Seminar
are
motivated
Allah. And if
key to success.
used to select or create cooperatives
among
Tasik
that will start
using
the microthose
brains
arefarmers
combined,
So Tasik
is about
our
financing
facility
to
produce
organic
food.
Experiences
of
current
successful
organic
food What
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation.
producers
insidedevelopment.
and outside TasikHerman
will be shared.
potent international
certificate
socio-political
is right:AIndonesia’s
our children
usefor
byTasik
2050
organic
will be the basis
connection
with in
potential
(foreign)
buyers
I askedagri
my products
revered friend
roadfor
toa2050
starts here,
will
be jointly
built(MNEs)
by all of
and
a micro-financed
start,
may
follow
for strongly
Profmarkets.
Ahmad Following
Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK,
welarger
have investments
41%
us here
today.
But building
organised
and
disciplined
cooperatives,
securing
the
solid
quality
and
quantity
necessary
former Chairman of
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter for
of
longer-term
offtakeHow
contracts.
funding
for this
could be through
adaptation
of can
Muhammadiyah:
can Thecan
and must
bePilot
changed.
bricksan
and
mortar. We
Minister
Eko’sall
One
we combine
theVillage
powerOne
in Product (OVOP) Program, in which each
use participating
locally produced
cooperative
in each
village would specialize
in ashould
certainberange
products.
Not one life
lost of complementary
the mosques,
all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s
ITB
Tasik
and
Minister
Eko
may
wish
to
develop
a
rapidly
growing
relationship
with
both
Foreign
just
because
we
did
not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR
– the
Governments
(Oman,
and foreign
In fact,
the Sultanate
andcompanies
we did notor retailers.
our brains into
liftingChina,
all of Japan)integrate
bamboo
science
center inof
Oman
provided
wish-list of
agri-products
wishes to import
from –Tasik.
It hasus to low
cooperate.
That’sit why
us upalready
and creating
the areal
Beijing
will guide
already
been
indicated
that
all
these
products
and
more
can
be
produced
through
conversion
we’re
all
here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
ofgrow
Tasik’s
current
agri
production.
The
required
conversion
based
on
a
usufruct
approach
is rich
to become the world’s
Bamboo also produces
proposed
by theeconomy
Bupati and
fourth largest
by the Omani authorities.
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
“We are ready”

The required applied science and the application of low-risk pesticides and fertilizer products
within specific markets can be realized through the Tasik App Platform.; this Platform can
develop a relationship with (Members of) the global Association of Low Risk (bio) Pesticides
Producers (IBMA/ABIM) with the support of FAO and ASEAN.
Pilot Project I C: Food Chain Infra and 3D Technology
Under Pilot B farmers start producing
high-value
(organic)
foods, creating
the opportunity
for
Thus, we
have Panca
Siap or
Ambassador
of the Kingdom
farmers to move up the food value
chain
and
engage
in
a
variety
of
value
adding
activities.
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium, whose country
They can engage in high value packaging,
storage,
transport,
distribution,
marketing
and
sales.
First, we are ready to
is interested
to work
with
Through the facilities under IA and
IB, spacethe
is created
to allow stakeholders
to develop the
implement
minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
skills required for these positions.
standard that has been
My hope is that this

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
determined by the
conference would breed
Among the new technologies to government.
be consideredSecond,
for usewe
are multiple
job-generating
benefits
and good3D
things.
Ruzhanul
Ulum,
packaging
projects, bamboo
projects
(traditional
products
for
construction,
furniture and loware ready to create quality
cost earthquake-resistant housing/storage
facilities/port
andGod
nontraditional
human resources.
Third, facilities;May
bless us all.products
such
as clothing,
and
any other
Bupati
ofhigh-end
thefood
Regency
ofand
Tasikmalaya
Tasikbio-energy)
is ready to
compete
in bankable value-adding steps in

the food chain. Funding can be acquired
through atourism,
mix of international
(INBAR,
the agrobusiness,
H. Uu partnerships
Ruzhanul Ulum
Chambers of Commerce, multinational
enterprises
such
as
Unilever,
Nestle,
Danone,
etc.)
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency
of
international funding (ADB, EIB, enterprises,
EIF, JBIC, AIIB,
Silk
Road Fund, SMI,
FMO, buyers’ associations,
and
creative
Tasikmalaya
etc.)
and of
local
funding. is
The
vision
Tasikmalaya
economy sectors. Fourth,

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
to become an Islamic,
we are ready to use
dynamic,
and
highly
information technology.
Adiningrat
PILOT
competitive region in the
FOCAL FIELD
agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

And finally, Tasik is DELIVERABLES
ready to
PROJECTS
guarantee the ease of
investment.

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Establishment of

Microfinancing scheme

for farmers, breeders,
Previously, the term used in Tasik/Telkomsel/Village
The problem of malnutrition
and fishermen outside
Micro-financing
Facility
Ministry
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor Tengkulak
in the control
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
Securing the solid
Sharing
the Organic
Membangun
Desa) or
Health
is a standard and
Agriculture
quality and quantity
Farming towards Highrequired for longer-term
Value
Products factor for the
Village Modernization
Development
essential
offtake contracts
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
successfully increased the
matter how good theFarmers move up the
Food Chain Infra and
food value chain/engage
3D government’s
Technology
development, welfare, and
programs
are of valuein a variety
adding activities
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
people. Currently, we use
nutrition of the people is
the new term Tasik Siap or
bad, the programs will not
Second
Focal Field:
Infrastructure
Modernization
‘Tasik
is Ready’.
Tasikmalaya
succeed
maximally.
Modernizing
infrastructure
in
all
its
clusters – soft infrastructure, hard non-physical
is ready to face the
infrastructure,
and hard physicalI infrastructure
– in anallintegrated
way is one of the key
competition,
to confront
would like to thank
the
prerequisites
to
economic
development.
This
is
recognized
in
President
Joko Widodo’s seaglobalization, and to
speakers and the
lanes
programme.
The
President’s
Advisers,
Coordinating
Minister
for
Maritime
Affairs and
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
Resources
General Luhut Pandjaitan
morethe
particularly the new Minister of Transport Pak
Economic
Community.
here,and
notably
Budi support the construction of a modest port in Tasikmalaya – that due to the planned use of
locally produced bamboo for logistical facilities – may turn out to become the world’s Greenest
Port. Plans to build such a port have been developed already, draw much Central Government
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
A modest fishing and commercial port in Tasikmalaya will have a positive effect on Bandung’s
agri-infra modernization approach”
overcrowded, export-oriented industrial parks. As indicated by Bandung’s industries earlier,
sympathy and support and now await formal Government support and co-funding. Low-cost
modest infra for Health Care, Local Trade, Education and Training are precursors to the larger
infrastructure projects.

part of these may relocate to Tasik:2050
indeed,
theyafter
maythe
choose
new
port in
– right
US, this easily
We reachable
represent all
different
the relatively quiet Southern part of
Java
over
the
overpopulated
and
overused
northern
China, and India. “That
elements in the entire food
Javanese coastal line that requires simply
continued
expensive dredging and
is very
difficult to
reach
requires
chain.
Everybody
here
by road. This was recently confirmed
by
the
highly
public
empowered
Mayor
of
Bandung,
cooperation, at all levels”,
brings in one element Pak
of a
Ridwan.
he said. And he delegated
picture – one piece of a
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
Recently a new airport started functioning
a former look
military
airbaseeven
has before
been
General in
toTasikmalaya;
help us do this.
beautiful
changed into a commercial airport Indeed.
with Lion
Air as its first user. A connection
between
Tasik’s
Cooperation
2050. By then,
our children
coastal activities, Bandung and Jakarta
will
spur
industrial,
economic
and
trade
opportunities.
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
Clearly the new airport and seaportinto
willpractical
spur socio-economic
and create
results. Whatdevelopment
in Indonesia’s
leading
thousands and in the end tens of thousands
of
new
and
good
income-generating
jobs.
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger

us? A change of mindset
and poverty. No more
Initial Infra Networks leading up toand
larger
infrastructure
fishing/commercial
eating
habits, saidsuch
Pakas a modest
mothers
with children in
port will first of all improve health Abdul
care and
education
for
distant
villages
and
allow
Mu’ti. So now we
their armssecondly
that cannot
walk
transport of high-value products asknow
produced
under
Pilot
Project
IB
to
facilities
for
either
what to do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
optimal
domestic
markets
(major cities) or export. Successful activities
of this
and of
Whatever
problem
we may
shared
by kind
all layers
of
projects
referred
to under
the build-up
of these
facilities.
The condition
for success
is new airport
have, the
Tasik people
canIC will require
societyand
andport
so money
will
Initial
Pilot
can thus focus the
on benefits
for Health
and Training
and – of
togetherness
of ourCare, Education
resolve
it. Projects
All the brains
be invested
in a stable,
course
– trade
and export.
brains. Allah gave us brains.
required
to resolve
issues
healthy and forward-looking
Brains are without limit.
on our way to success are
society. The investors will
Pilot
Project
II A: App/Infra
Trade,
Healththat
Care,can
Educationbe
and
Training
There
is nothing
here.
Pak Bupati
presents for Local
even
more happy: a
Soft
infrastructure
modernization
focuses
on increasing
the government’s
capacity
to ensure
stop brains
to create as
clear
signals, ideas,
plans
Return on Investment
that
the
well-being
its the
people. Tasikmalaya
has developed
a Regional
Fast
Response
brains are created
and
andbasic
programs.
Theyofare
wets anybody’s appetite.
Taskforce,
which aims to give basicmotivated
health care,
by education,
Allah. And ifand other basic needs to
key to success.
Tasikmalayans living in rural areas,those
especially
those
who are not registered
brains
are combined,
So Tasikinisnational
about our
Religion isand
the education
door to rapid
healthcare
programs.
This isAmbassador
of particular importancesuccessor
to combatgeneration.
infant
Belgian
What
socio-political
development.
malnutrition
through
a holistically integrated
and
coordinated
therapeutic
outsource
facility
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050in
I
asked
my
revered
friend
cooperation with the Public Healthroad
students
of UMTAS
and UNSIL
(these
valuable
educational
to 2050
starts here,
in
will be
jointly built
by all of
Prof Ahmad
Syafii Maarif,
institutions
already
agreed to include
such
outsource
malnutrition
activities
in their
Tasik.
OK,
we have combating
41%
us here today.
But building
formercurricula)
Chairman
of will require GoJek-like
formal
that
services.
This
radically
new
approach
to
save
and
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah:
Howthe
cantotal coordination
improve
lives requires
andbe
logistical
management
all public
health
can and must
changed.
bricksofand
mortar.
We can
we combine
the power from
in Posyandu to TFCs and from hospitals
institutions
in all
Tasikmalaya,
universities.
This
usetolocally
produced
Not the
oneTasik
life should
be lost to develop
the mosques,
all thetypically requires
innovative
approach
App Platform
and Bandung’s
manage theITB
Bamboo.
just
because
we
did
not with health
goodwill,
all the prayers,
all
mobile
telephone
App connecting
families in distant areas
care providers
in all– of
together
with INBAR
the
integrate
and we did
ourhealth
brainscare
intoinstitutions
lifting all ofand partner
the
universities.
Thisnot
typically requires
thescience
establishment
bamboo
center inof
cooperate.
That’s
up and creating
theGroup
real approach
anusApp-based
Member
with its
own why
targets, dynamics,
ways
andguide
means
Beijing
– will
usand
to low
we’re
all
here.
reason why Families
Indonesia
deliverables.
inwill
need no longer have to physically call on thecost-high
taskforceperformance.
or any distant
grow to
the world’s
service
tobecome
get relatively
simple and systematic medical or educational
assistance
can berich
Bamboo
alsothat
produces
fourth
largest
economy
by
provided by low-cost well-managed university-supported ‘GoJekked’food,
(‘KlikQuiked’)
furniture outsource
and biofuel.
services – while an already existing social network alarmed by the App Platform comes to
action to secure longer term advice and support.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
“We are ready”

The same approach can be applied to educational facilities in distant areas. Based on a model
developed by the Paramadina University in Jakarta, well-educated and trained university
students can be outsourced to distant schools through ‘Go-Jekked’ services. Further
digitalizing this service will require cooperation with telecommunication and internet provider
companies such as Telkomsel and the startup company ‘Qlue’, which created an online
reporting platform for the Jakarta
Government.
Cooperation
Tasikmalayaof
IT the
Volunteers
Thus,
we have Panca
Siap or withAmbassador
Kingdom
will also be needed to adapt the‘Five
platform
as
part
of
the
development
of
Tasikmalaya
Smart
Readinesses’.
of Belgium, whose country
City (mentioned further in the 4th
focal
point).
Obviously,
this
can
be
organized
through
a
First, we are ready to
is interested to work with
separate Tasik App Platform Member
Group.
Funding
can be drawn
the various
implement
the
minimum
andfrom
in Tasikmalaya.
Ministries involved: Education, Health,
Communications,
and
Villages.
standard that has been
My hope is that this

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
determined by the
conference would breed
For both local as well as international
trade, the
same we
approach can
be applied
to specialty
government.
Second,
benefits
and good
things.
Ruzhanul
products
requiring a Ulum,
range of logistical
services
from
packaging,
cold
stores
and
storage, to
are ready to create quality
transportation and exportation. human
Fundingresources.
for this can
be found through
partnerships,
banks,
Third,
May God
bless us all.
relevant
ministries
export
credits.
Bupati
ofand
the
Regency
ofcompete
Tasikmalaya
Tasik is ready to
in

the agrobusiness, tourism,
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Pilot Project II B: Establishing/promoting
Tasik
App-based
GoJek-like
services
small and medium
Bupati
of the Regency of
The optimization of GoJek-like applications/services
is a hard, non-physical
infrastructure
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
development
aimed
at
helping
the
Government
increase
connectivity
throughout
rural areas in
The vision of Tasikmalaya is
economy sectors. Fourth,
Kokotik and Klikquick
of to
theuse
examples of local GoJek/Uber-like
toTasikmalaya.
become an Islamic,
we are
are two
ready
applications.
With
adequate
management
training,
especially by GoJek itself, as well as
dynamic, and highly
information technology.
financial
support
from
the
local
transportation
office
(DISHUB)
competitive region in the
And finally, Tasik is ready
to and other relevant institutions,
these applications
can be managed
to facilitate
the use
agronomy
business sector,
guarantee
the ease
of of motorbikes, cars, and small trucks as
distributors
of
nutritional
food
and
beverages,
transporters
of urgent health care personnel
based on a village system.
investment.
and university-student-teachers or outsourced students combating malnutrition, and even
mobile libraries
to neighborhoods
inproblem
remote areas
in Tasikmalaya (apart from their usual
Previously,
the term
used in
The
of malnutrition
commercial
purposes).
Moreover,
these
applications
also help connect agricultural
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factorcan
in the
producers
with
exporting
facilities,
such
as
the
newly
commercially
functioning Wiriadinata
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
Airport and the
proposed
Cikalong
Port.isThis
can leadand
to a dedicated Tasik App Platform
Membangun
Desa)
or
Health
a standard
Member
Group
for
‘GoJek-like’
services.
The
bankability
Village Development
essential factor for the of this project may be sufficient and is
sure to attract
and Government
alike – No
particularly since this caters to a
Movement,
and investors
it has
success offunding
development.
solution
to
the
crucial
effort
in
Tasikmalaya
to
stop
infant
malnutrition.
successfully increased the
matter how good the
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Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

development, welfare, and
government’s programs are
Pilot
Project
II
C:
Cikalong
Port
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Cikalong
is a potential multi-stakeholder,
Index
(HDI)Port
of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, asmultinational
long as the integrated project proposing to
substantially
improve
both
the
agricultural
and
fisheries
people. Currently, we use
nutrition of the people issectors. The port will pull
modernization
in the
entire
with
the
new term Tasik
Siap
or Kabupaten
bad, theTasikmalaya,
programs will
nota wider positive impact on traffic
jams
between
Bandung
and
Jakarta.
The
project
aims
to
build a modest fishing and
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
commercial
port
in
Cikalong,
West
Java.
The
proposed
port
must be bankable and equipped
is ready to face the
with fish/vegetable/fruit
andlike
packaging
competition,
to confront processing
I would
to thankfacilities
all the so that the port can also serve as a
modest
export
port
out
of
the
Tasikmalaya
Regency.
The
port must be integrated with a larger
globalization, and to
speakers and the
agri-infra
investment
project
connecting
Bandung
to
Tasikmalaya,
with a maximum capacity of
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
over 2 million
TEU/year. This canhere,
servenotably
as an export
Economic
Community.
the port for a multitude of products from
South West Java. Several ports and banks in the EU, China and Oman have already indicated
their interest to co-fund and co-manage this port project. All Tasik educational institutions
must be enabled to adjust their programmes to jobs at all levels in the future port.
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
PILOT
“Our
joint brains
- Tasik’s
holistically integrated
FOCAL FIELD
DELIVERABLES
PROJECTS
agri-infra modernization approach”
Holistically integrated
and coordinated
therapeutic
after the
US, outsourceWe represent all different
facility in cooperation
with UMTAS and UNSIL
India. “That
elements in the entire food

App/Infra for Local
Trade, Health
2050Care,
– right
Education and Training

China, and
simply requires Facilitate distribution ofchain. Everybody here
Establishing Tasik Appnutritional food and
Infrastructure
at all levels”,
based cooperation,
GoJek-like
beverages etc. and brings in one element of a
Modernization
connect producers with
services
he said. And he delegated
export facilities picture – one piece of a
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
General to help us doExport
this.port for a look beautiful even before
Cikalong Port
multitude of products
Indeed. Cooperation
from South West Java2050. By then, our children
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
into practical results. What
in Indonesia’s leading
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
us? A change of mindset
and poverty. No more
Third Focal Field: Public Health
and eating habits, said Pak
mothers with children in
Today in Tasikmalaya, 41% of children are malnourished. Each of these children will grow up
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
with underdeveloped physical and cognitive functions. Their non-optimally developed organs,
know what to do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
including
theproblem
brain and
their lives, and
Whatever
weheart,
may will remain a disadvantage throughoutshared
by all layers of
subsequently
put
a
brake
on
Indonesia’s
progress
towards
becoming
the
world’s 4th largest
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
economy
byAll
2050.
The Authorities the
of Kota
and Kabupaten
have made progress in
togetherness
of our Tasikmalaya
resolve it.
the brains
be invested in a stable,
combating
malnutrition;
but their experts
agreegave
that us
thebrains.
lack of further progress is caused by a
brains. Allah
required to
resolve issues
healthy and forward-looking
lack
of
coordination
and
cooperation
between
all
relevant
and institutions. If
Brains are without limit.health services
on our way to success are
society. The investors will
allhere.
brains,
experiences,
sources,
know-how,
export
products
and
trade
were
combined and
There is nothing that can
Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
holistically
integrated,
infant malnutrition
willtostop.
Other
health issues can be
stop brains
create
as serious Return
clear signals,
ideas, plans
on Investment that
addressed
along
these
lines
as
in
paragraph
22
and
23.
brains are created and
and programs. They are the
wets anybody’s appetite.
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
Pilot Project III A: Tasik App Member
Group
to are
Stop
Infant Malnutrition
those
brains
combined,
So Tasik is about our
InReligion
UMTASisand
UNSIL
Tasikmalaya
has
a
pool
of
around
educated
human What
the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador 1,500 sufficiently
successor
generation.
resources
capable
of helping the Regional
to combat malnutrition
socio-political
development.
HermanGovernment
is right: Indonesia’s
our childrenthrough
use by 2050
outsourcing
combined
of
all
public
health
services
in
Tasik.
part of
their
I asked my the
revered
friendcapacities
road to 2050 starts here, in
will beAsjointly
built
by all of
curriculum
these
students
can
periodically
be
assigned
by
their
faculties
to
conduct
field
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But building
services
remote of
society (Kuliah Kerja
Nyata) inchildren.
Tasikmalaya.
canafocus
onof
former to
Chairman
malnourished
That Theirisservice
no longer
matter
educating
and
assisting
low-income
families
regarding
safe
and
nutritious
food,
personal
Muhammadiyah: How can
can and must be changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
hygiene
and sanitation.
Importantly,
students can help administer certain
products
to help
we combine
all the power
in
use locally
produced
infants
recover all
from
The one
Tasiklife
App
Platform
can createBamboo.
a Member
Group ITB
should
be lost
the mosques,
themalnutrition. Not
Bandung’s
including
UNSIL
and
UMTAS,
DINKES
Kota
and
Kabupaten,
Fatayat
NU,
Aisyiyah,
PKK,
and –allthe
just
because
we
did
not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR
existing
formal
regional
and
local
health
care
institutions
and
organizations.
This
will
be
the in
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center
basis
thecreating
requiredthe
holistically
integrated
coordination
canus
beto low
cooperate.
That’s why and cooperation.
us upforand
real
Beijing Funding
– will guide
received
from
the
Ministries
of
Health,
Education
and
a
host
of
international
organizations,
we’re
all
here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
institutions
and funds.
grow to become
the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
UMTAS, UNSIL and PA already signed a MOU to realize this project. Several companies have
already indicated their willingness to sponsor (materially) the new Outsource agency (OTIFA).
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“We are ready”

Pilot Program III B: Integration of Tasik App Platform Member Groups Infant Malnutrition
and Infra
Apart from the transport-oriented elements referred to in the paragraphs above, the sectors
such as minimarts, and gasoline stations, which have branches even in the remotest area in
Tasikmalaya, can also take part in combating malnutrition by providing affordable healthy
food, such as fruits, supplements, life-saving RUTFs (Ready to Use Therapeutic Food) and
Thus, we have
Panca Siap or powder
Ambassador
the
Kingdom
MixMe-like products (nutritional/minerals
precision-weighed
sachets) of
and
medicines,
‘Five
Readinesses’.
of
Belgium,
whose
country
both for commercial or CSR purposes. Partnered with local administrations for subsidy and
First, wethese
are ready
to can be vital
is interested
to work with
with agriculture producers for supplies,
minimarts
actors in ensuring
implement
the
minimum
and
in
Tasikmalaya.
adequate supply of nutritious food and medicines for low-income villagers with malnutrition
standard
that hasof
been
Mygroup
hope is
this
issues. Through cooperation with
local Chambers
Commerce, this
ofthat
entrepreneurs
determined by the
conference would breed
can be added to one of the relevant Tasik App Platform Member Groups.
government. Second, we
benefits and good things.
are ready to create quality
Pilot Project III C: Support and Inclusion of (Social) Media
human resources. Third,
May God bless us all.
The current ways and means to communicate effectively with families on infant malnutrition
Tasik is ready to compete in
have evidently failed to work effectively. Therefore, a new effort is currently underway: A
the agrobusiness,
tourism,
H. Uu
nationwide televised Sinetron project
that provides
key information
onRuzhanul
nutrition Ulum
and health
small and
medium
Bupatielement.
of the Regency
of
care for children without being preachy
and
with a high entertainment
Cooperation
enterprises,
and
creative
Tasikmalaya
with literally all stakeholders, authorities and institutions in Indonesia, in Tasik and among
The vision of Tasikmalaya is
Fourth,The education on malnutrition
UNICEF and World Food Programeconomy
secures sectors.
public interest.
to become an Islamic,
weshow
are ready
to use the willingness of local mothers and
brought by the sinetron and game
will stimulate
dynamic, and highly
information technology.
grandmothers to engage with Health Faculty students and to buy or obtain the subsidized
competitive region in the
And finally, Tasik is ready to
nutritious food, supplements, and medicines through minimarts and the ‘GoJeked’ facilities.
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
The project’s working group now includes the Ministry of Health, UNICEF, WFP, ACF, the
based on a village system.
investment.
Millennium Challenges Account, PKK, etc. The story-line developed by Indonesia’s best scriptwriters already attracted Indonesia’s best actors and song-writers; the story plays in Tasik…..
Previously, the term used in
The problem of malnutrition
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor in the
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
development process.
PILOT
Membangun
Desa) or
Health is a standardDELIVERABLES
and
FOCAL FIELD
PROJECTS
Village Development
essential factor for the
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
based
successfully increased the
how good theUMTAS/UNSIL
outsourcing of most
Tasikmatter
App Member
to Stop Infant
infant malnutrition
development, welfare, and Group
government’s
programs
are
Malnutrition
efforts of all public
health
the Human Development
or how much the fund services in Tasik
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan Integration
allocation
is, as longEnsure
as the
adequate supply
of Tasik App
of nutritious food and
Platform
Member
people.Public
Currently,
we
use
nutrition of the peoplemedicines
is
Health
for lowGroups Infant
income villagers with
the new term Tasik Siap or Malnutrition
bad, and
theInfra
programs will
not
malnutrition issues
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
Nationwide televised
is ready to face the
Sinetron project that
Support and Inclusion of
provides key information
(Social)
Medialike to thank all the
competition, to confront
I would
on nutrition and health
care for children
globalization, and to
speakers and the
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
Economic Community.
here, notably the

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
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Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Fourth Focal Field: Education and Training
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Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
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Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat:
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
agri-infra modernization approach”

Indonesia is among the largest Facebook and mobile telephone users on earth. When playtime is over, it will be understood that today almost all economic and business activities in life
are digitalized and online-based. Both Government and society need to keep up with the pace
of digitalization to successfully engage with future economic competition and challenges.
Crucially, intense consultation and cooperation between Tasik’s educational authorities and
this project approach must lead to a strong focus at the jobs and opportunities that become
available through this project.
2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
China,
and India. Member
“That Group elements in the entire food
Pilot Project IV A: Tasik App Platform
IT Volunteer
simply
requires
chain. Everybody
hereof
Relawan TIK (IT Volunteers) Tasikmalaya has started a program to increase
the IT literacy
cooperation,
at
all
levels”,
brings
in
one
element
Tasikmalaya people, especially in Islamic boarding schools, called Santri Galau IT (Islamic of a
he said.
AndIThe
delegatedof Tasikmalaya
picture can
– one
of a
Students Think IT). The empowerment
of the
volunteers
bepiece
a foundation
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle
–
which
is
going
to develop Tasikmalaya as a Smart City. Cooperation with telecommunication and internet to
General
help us docompanies
this.
lookasbeautiful
even before
provider companies such as Telkomsel
and to
technology
such
Google and
Indeed.toCooperation
2050.
Byfrom
then,Internet
our children
Facebook, could be made a requirement
the program. Funding can
come
translates
wishful
thinking
will
be
in
leading
positions
companies and Ministries. Telkomsel already committed to establish the Tasik App Platform
into
practical
results.
What
in
Indonesia’s
leading
that – through SMS – can also be used through simple mobiles with only SMS-capacity.
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
us?
A
change
of
mindset
and poverty. No more
Pilot Project IV B: Tasik App Platform to Digitalize SMEs
and
eating
habits,
said
Pak
mothers with
children
Tasikmalaya is known for its burgeoning SMEs, and the regional Government
has tried
to in
Abdul
So now we
arms that
walk
integrate the industry into the ASEAN
andMu’ti.
international
economy bytheir
organizing
the cannot
first ever
know
what
to
do.
of
hunger.
Wealth
will
be
Tasikmalaya Investment Expo and Conference 2016. Digitalization of SMEs in Tasikmalaya is
Whatever
problem
we may KADIN Kota and Kabupaten Tasikmalaya,
shared
by all
layers of of
the
next step
of development.
HIPMI
(Association
The condition for success is
have,
the
Tasik
people
can
society
and
so
will
Young Entrepreneurs) Tasikmalaya, and Tasik Young Entrepreneurs’ Community aremoney
several
the togetherness of our
resolve
it.
All
the
brains
be
invested
in
a
stable,
actors who have started the digitalization of SMEs among their members. Capacity building,
brains. Allah gave us brains.
requiredand
to incubation
resolve issues
healthy
and forward-looking
funding,
programs from local and central government,
in coordination
with
Brains are without limit.
on
our
way
to
success
are
society.
The
investors
will
national actors such as KIBAR (initiator of a Thousand Start-ups National Movement), will need
There is nothing that can
here.
Pak
Bupati
presents
be
even
more
happy:
a
to be established to ensure the success of the program. The Ministries of Communications and
stop brains to create as
clear signals,
plans
Return on to
Investment
Villages,
and ofideas,
course,
Facebook and the Gates Foundation will be requested
fund this that
brains are created and
and
programs.
They
are
the
wets
anybody’s
appetite.
uniquely promising project.
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
Pilot
Project
IV C:
3D to
Printing
and Organized through Tasik App Platform
Religion
is the
door
rapid Promoted
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation. What
The
worldwide 3D
printing industry is expected to grow from USD$3.07 bn in revenue in 2013
socio-political
development.
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
toI asked
USD$12.8
bn by 2018,
and exceed USD$21 bn in worldwide revenue by 2020. As it evolves,
my revered
friend
road to 2050 starts here, in
will be jointly built by all of
3D
printing
technology
is destined to transform almost every major industry and change the
Prof
Ahmad
Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But building
way
we live,
work, and
Surprisingly, 3D printing technology and training is
former
Chairman
of play in the future.
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
relatively
cheap. A How
simple
3D printing machine is priced as low as USD$30 and the training to
Muhammadiyah:
can
can and must be changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
operate
it can all
bethe
provided
platform made by
we combine
powerfor
in free through an online knowledge-sharing
use locally produced
3DHubs,
the
biggest
3D
printing
company
in
the
world.
An
official
partnership
with the
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
company
can
be
invaluable
in
introducing
3D
printing
technology
in
Tasikmalaya.
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR – the
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
Both
the
Regional
Government
and private
will potentially benefit
cooperate.
That’senterprises
why
us up
and
creating
the real services
Beijing – will guide us to low
immensely
from
3D printing
because this does not require a ‘catching
we’re particularly
all here.
reason why
Indonesia
will technology,
cost-high performance.
up’
effort
for the regional
economy, while impacting on virtually any manufacturing and
grow
to become
the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
consumption
sector.
The by
Tasik App Platform can initiate and manage a Member Group that
fourth largest
economy
food, furniture and biofuel.
includes representatives from all stakeholders: Government, universities, enterprises, NGOs,
as well as all social sectors. Among the deliverables for this Pilot Project is to map its value for
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and impact on all Four Focus Fields and all Twelve Tantalising Pilot Projects. For the Central
Government this pilot may be among the most valuable to copy elsewhere.

PILOT
DELIVERABLES
PROJECT
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
Ambassador of the Kingdom
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium, whose country
Tasik App Platform IT
Develop Tasikmalaya as a
First, we are ready to
is interested to work with
Volunteer Member Group
Smart City
implement the minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
standard that has been
My hope is that this
Capacity building, funding,
by the and incubation programs
conference would breed
Tasikdetermined
App Platform to
Education and Training
Digitalize SMEs
digitilization of
government. Second, towards
we SMEs
benefits and good things.
are ready to create quality
3D Printing Start-upsMay
in
human resources. Third,
God bless us all.
3D Printing Promoted and
Tasik and mapping its
Organized
through
Tasik
impact
on
the
Four
Focus
Tasik
is
ready
to
compete
in
App Platform
Fields / Twelve Tantalising
Pilot Projects
the agrobusiness, tourism,
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
The vision of Tasikmalaya is
economy sectors. Fourth,
to become an Islamic,
we are ready to use
dynamic, and highly
information technology.
competitive region in the
And finally, Tasik is ready to
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
based on a village system.
investment.
FOCAL FIELD

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

Foreword by MrTheRio
Praaning Prawira
problem of malnutrition
is an important factor in the
AdiningratForeword
byprocess.
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
development
Health is a standard and
Bupati of the Regency
Tasikmalaya
essential factorof
for the

Previously, the term used in
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
Membangun Desa) or
Village Development
Movement, and it has
successfully increased the
development, welfare, and
the Human Development
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
people. Currently, we use
the new term Tasik Siap or
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of development. No
matter how good the
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
here, notably the
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Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
Prawira
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Rio Praaning
Prawira Adiningrat:
Memorandum
of Understanding
Between UMTAS, UNSIL PA
International
Foundation
and TCF integrated
“Our joint
brains - Tasik’s
holistically
agri-infra modernization approach”

Whatever problem we may
have, the Tasik people can
resolve it. All the brains
required to resolve issues
on our way to success are
here. Pak Bupati presents
clear signals, ideas, plans
and programs. They are the
key to success.
Religion is the door to rapid
socio-political development.
I asked my revered friend
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
former Chairman of
Muhammadiyah: How can
we combine all the power in
the mosques, all the
goodwill, all the prayers, all
our brains into lifting all of
us up and creating the real
reason why Indonesia will
grow to become the world’s
fourth largest economy by

2050 – right after the US,
China, and India. “That
simply requires
cooperation, at all levels”,
he said. And he delegated
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
General to help us do this.
Indeed. Cooperation
translates wishful thinking
into practical results. What
does that mean for all of
us? A change of mindset
and eating habits, said Pak
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
know what to do.
The condition for success is
the togetherness of our
brains. Allah gave us brains.
Brains are without limit.
There is nothing that can
stop brains to create as
brains are created and
motivated by Allah. And if
those brains are combined,
Belgian Ambassador
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
road to 2050 starts here, in
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
malnourished children. That
can and must be changed.
Not one life should be lost
just because we did not
integrate and we did not
cooperate. That’s why
we’re all here.
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We represent all different
elements in the entire food
chain. Everybody here
brings in one element of a
picture – one piece of a
puzzle – which is going to
look beautiful even before
2050. By then, our children
will be in leading positions
in Indonesia’s leading
economy. No more hunger
and poverty. No more
mothers with children in
their arms that cannot walk
of hunger. Wealth will be
shared by all layers of
society and so money will
be invested in a stable,
healthy and forward-looking
society. The investors will
be even more happy: a
Return on Investment that
wets anybody’s appetite.
So Tasik is about our
successor generation. What
our children use by 2050
will be jointly built by all of
us here today. But building
is no longer a matter of
bricks and mortar. We can
use locally produced
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
together with INBAR – the
bamboo science center in
Beijing – will guide us to low
cost-high performance.
Bamboo also produces rich
food, furniture and biofuel.
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“We are ready”
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
‘Five Readinesses’.
First, we are ready to
implement the minimum
standard that has been
determined by the
government. Second, we
are ready to create quality
human resources. Third,
Tasik is ready to compete in
the agrobusiness, tourism,
small and medium
enterprises, and creative
economy sectors. Fourth,
we are ready to use
information technology.
And finally, Tasik is ready to
guarantee the ease of
investment.

Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Belgium, whose country
is interested to work with
and in Tasikmalaya.
My hope is that this
conference would breed
benefits and good things.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
May God bless us all.
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Bupati of the Regency of
Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

The vision of Tasikmalaya is
to become an Islamic,
dynamic, and highly
competitive region in the
agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

Foreword by MrTheRio
Praaning Prawira
problem of malnutrition
is an important factor in the
AdiningratForeword
byprocess.
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
development
Health is a standard and
Bupati of the Regency
Tasikmalaya
essential factorof
for the

Previously, the term used in
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
Membangun Desa) or
Village Development
Movement, and it has
successfully increased the
development, welfare, and
the Human Development
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
people. Currently, we use
the new term Tasik Siap or
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of development. No
matter how good the
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
here, notably the

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning
Prawira
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CIKALONG
FOREWORD
PORT

Rio Praaning
Prawira
Adiningrat:
Cikalong:
A New
Port for
South Java
“Our
- Tasik’s
holistically
integrated
for funding
by Ibu Nur
to created the basis
President
Jokojoint
Widodo inbrains
his was introduced
by the Asian Infrastructure
the Transportation Minister
first appearance outside
Investment Bank (AIIB) and
and on that occasion approach”
H.E.
Indonesia
presented tomodernization
the
agri-infra
world his take on Indonesia’s
growth to the fourth largest
economy in the world: an
elaborate infrastructure
program focused at sea lanes
and ports. Such connectivity
is not only key for
international trade but also
for regional development.
Asked by former President
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono
how to effectively combat
poverty, Millennium
Development Goals initiator
Prof. Jeffrey Sachs answered:
“Mr President, build ports
Whatever
and
roads toproblem
ports.” we may
have, the Tasik people can
resolve it.the
All5/11
the brains
Following
multirequired
to
resolve
issues
stakeholder conference
‘Our
on
our
way
to
success
are
Joint Brains’ Ibu Nurhayati
here. Pak Member
Bupati presents
Monoarfa,
of the
clear
signals,
ideas,
plans
House of Representatives,
and
programs.
They
are the
invited newly appointed
key to success.Minister H.E.
Transportation
Budi Karya Sumadi to
Religion is the
to rapid
Tasikmalaya.
Shedoor
pleaded
for
socio-political
development.
the immediate use of Central
I asked my revered
Government
fundingfriend
for the
Prof Ahmad
Syafii Maarif,
further
development
of both
former
Chairman
the
existing
airportof
and plans
Howin
can
toMuhammadiyah:
build a new sea port
we
combine
all
the
power
Tasikmalaya. The positive in
the mosques,
the led
response
of theall
Minister
all the prayers,
togoodwill,
a next meeting
on 22 all
our
brains
into
lifting
December 2016. PA all of
us up and creating
the real
International
Foundation
reason why
Indonesia
Secretary
General
Rio will
grow
to
become
the
world’s
Praaning Prawira Adiningrat
fourth largest economy by

Budi requested further
information
on after
a newthe
port
2050 – right
US,in
Cikalong
before
he
could
China, and India. “That take
a final
decision.
simply
requires
cooperation, at all levels”,
In he
thesaid.
meantime,
And he Rahman
delegated
Hidayat,
Director of the
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
Infrastructure
of Shipping,
General to help
us do this.
Fishery,
and
Tourism at the
Indeed.
Cooperation
Coordinating
Ministry
of
translates wishful
thinking
Maritime
Affairsresults.
and What
into practical
Resources,
does thatadded
mean his
for voice
all of of
optimism
to theof
prospect
us? A change
mindsetof a
new
in Cikalong.
His Pak
andport
eating
habits, said
proposal
to organize
a we
Abdul Mu’ti.
So now
roundtable
fortothe
know what
do.Central,
Provincial and Regional
The condition
success is
Governments
to for
rapidly
the
togetherness
of
overcome the usual our
brains. Allah
brains.
regulatory
and gave
otherushurdles
Brains
are
without
limit.
was warmly received. This
There
nothing
that can
has
now isled
to further
stop
brains
to
create
as
initiatives that will use the
brains
are
created
and
emerging opportunities in a
motivated
byThe
Allah.
And ifof
global
context.
interest
those
brains
are
combined,
the Sultanate of Oman to
Belgian
Ambassador
invest
in the
modernization
Herman
is right: Indonesia’s
and
mechanization
of
road
to
2050
starts
here,inin
agriculture in Tasikmalaya
Tasik.
OK,
we
have
41%
order to secure its own longmalnourished
children.
term
food security
has ledThat
to
can
and
must
be
changed.
the preparation for a highlevel visit to Tasik and Jakarta
Not one life should be lost
on 16-21 November 2017.
just because we did not
Tasik and Oman are expected
integrate and we did not
to agree on an MOU followed
cooperate. That’s why
by an MOU between Oman
we’re all here.
and Indonesia. Meetings in
Beijing and in Rotterdam
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partnering with Port of
Rotterdam,
Port of
We represent
allSohar
different
(Oman)
and
others.
elements in the entire food
chain. Everybody here
Earlier
thisinyear,
during a of a
brings
one element
second
and
well-prepared
picture – one piece of a
meeting,
puzzle Transportation
– which is going to
Minister
Budi Karya
Sumadi
look beautiful
even
before
guided
as
2050.the
ByTasik
then,project
our children
follows:
a ‘Special
will be“Build
in leading
positions
Port’,
operate it by
the userin Indonesia’s
leading
company
andNo
make
it so
economy.
more
hunger
successful
that, later,
the
and poverty.
No more
Central
Government
can in
mothers
with children
change
a ‘General
their this
armsinthat
cannot walk
Port’.”
of hunger. Wealth will be
shared by all layers of
So society
this is what
in the
pastwill
and so
money
months
has been
be invested
in adecided
stable, and
developed.
Special
Advisor Dr
healthy and
forward-looking
Bayu
Krisnamurthi,
former
society.
The investors
will
Vice
of Trade
and
beMinister
even more
happy:
a of
Agriculture,
proposedthat
to
Return onhas
Investment
givewets
Cikalong
Port aappetite.
Bonded
anybody’s
Zone status, perhaps followed
Tasik isEconomic
about ourZone.
by So
a Special
successor
generation.
What
“Clearly, the global demand
by 2050
forour
safechildren
food willuse
grow
will
be
jointly
built
by all of
exponentially in the coming
us
here
today.
But
building
decades. Tasik and its
is no longer
a matter will
of
neighboring
Kabupaten
bricks
and
mortar.
We
greatly benefit of this. can
use locallyAdvisor
produced
Presidential
Suharso
Bamboo.
Bandung’s
Monoarfa
and
his staff ITB
together
withthis
INBAR
– the
figured
out that
project
bamboo
science
center
may create around 100,000in
Beijing
will guide us to low
direct
jobs,– benefiting
cost-high
performance.
400,000 family
members. In a
Bamboo
alsoaround
produces
wider
context,
halfrich
a
food, furniture and biofuel.
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million
be created.
million
jobsjobs
maymay
be created.
I I expect the President will like this,” he said.
expect the President will like
Theheimportance
of Tasik is of direct relevance to Bandung. Tanjung Priok is overloaded,
this,”
said.
slow and expensive while the Bandung - Jakarta highway is marred by traﬃc jams and
If Bandung
is opened
Thedelays.
importance
of Tasik
is of to the south, Cikalong Port immediately obtains a vast
hinterland.
Moreover,
as Director Hidayat suggested, modest yet eﬀective ports
direct
relevance
to Bandung.
like Cikalong
can be connected with similar ports along the southern coast.
Tanjung
Priok is Port
overloaded,
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
Ambassador of the Kingdom
Glagah
and for instance
Pacitan would beneﬁt tremendously of such a ‘short
slow
and expensive
while the
‘Five Readinesses’.
of Belgium, whose country
sea shipping connection’.
of course, the cost of constructing such ports is a
Bandung-Jakarta
highway is AndFirst,
we are ready to
is interested to work with
fraction
of thatjams
of building
and railways through a very rough and regulatory
marred
by traffic
and roads
implement the minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
divided
landscape.
delays.
If Bandung
is opened standard that has been
My hope is that this
to the south, Cikalong Port
determined
thethe apparent radicalization
conference would
breed
The substantial
demonstrations
in Jakartaby
and
of poverty
immediately
obtains
a vast
government.
Second,
we
benefits
and
good
stricken Moreover,
communities,
in Java’s southern regions, are the strongest things.
hinterland.
as particularly
are
ready
to Cikalong
create quality
argument
for the
earliest construction of
Port.
Director
Hidayat
suggested,
human resources. Third,
May God bless us all.
modest yet effective ports
Tasik is ready to compete in
like Cikalong Port can be
the agrobusiness, tourism,
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
connected with similar ports small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
along the southern coast.
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
Glagah
and
instance is
The
vision
of for
Tasikmalaya
economy sectors. Fourth,
would
benefit
toPacitan
become
an Islamic,
we are ready to use
tremendously
of such a ‘short information technology.
dynamic,
and highly
sea shippingregion
connection’.
competitive
in the And And finally, Tasik is ready to
of course,business
the cost sector,
of
agronomy
guarantee the ease of
constructing
such
ports
based on a village system.is a
investment.
fraction of that of building
roads and the
railways
Previously,
term through
used in a The problem of malnutrition
very
rough
and
regulatory
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
is an important factor in the
divided landscape.
Gerbang
Desa (Gerakan
development process.
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Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
AdiningratForeword by H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
Membangun Desa) or
Health is a standard and
The
substantial
Bupati
of
the
Regency
Tasikmalaya
Village
Development
essential
factorof
forMinister
the
Transportation
H.E. Budi Karya Sumadi (right) and PA
demonstrations in Jakarta
Movement, and it has
and the apparent
successfully
increased the
radicalizationwelfare,
of povertydevelopment,
and
stricken
communities,
the Human Development
particularly
Java’s southern
Index
(HDI) ofinTasikmalayan
regions,
are
the
people. Currently,strongest
we use
argument
for
the
the new term Tasikearliest
Siap or
construction
ofTasikmalaya
Cikalong Port.
‘Tasik
is Ready’.
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of
development.
No General Rio Praaning Prawira
International
Secretary
matter how good the Adiningrat (left)
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
here, notably the
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Cikalong
Port:Prawira
Proposed
Layout,
Rio Praaning
Adiningrat:
Preliminary
Technical
Information
andintegrated
“Our joint brains
- Tasik’s
holistically
rationale
agri-infra modernization approach”
2050 – right after the US,
China, and India. “That
simply requires
cooperation, at all levels”,
he said. And he delegated
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
General to help us do this.
Indeed. Cooperation
translates wishful thinking
into practical results. What
does that mean for all of
us? A change of mindset
and eating habits, said Pak
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
know what to do.

We represent all different
Technical details
elements in the entire food
fishing harbour:
chain. Everybody here
▪ Port entrance to be
brings in one element of a
dredged to -5m low
picture – one piece of a
water (LW) line
puzzle – which is going to
▪ 2 small piers to protect
look beautiful even before
entrance
2050. By then, our children
▪ 600m quay wall + 150m
will be in leading positions
quay for bunkering
in Indonesia’s leading
station/ repair facilities
economy. No more hunger
▪ 150,000m² flat surface
and poverty. No more
for fish storage/
mothers with children in
their arms that cannot walk
of
hunger. Wealth will be
processing
Whatever problem we may
by all
layersfor
of
▪ shared
Additional
surface
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society
and
so
money
will
food processing facilities
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested in a stable,
▪ required
First part
of the project
a base
a local
fishing fleethealthy and forward-looking
brains.
Allahfor
gave
us brains.
to resolve
issues is to install
▪ on our
Theway
fish to
stock
on Java’s
coast has
seriously
by over-fishing
for years.
arebeen
without
limit. depletedsociety.
success
are north Brains
The investors
will
The
small-scale
fishermen
have
difficulty
surviving
on
this
reduced
catch
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
▪ clear
The
southern
coast
has rich fishing
grounds
was limited
to a small that
stop brains
to because
create asthe fishingReturn
signals,
ideas,
plans
on Investment
of traditional
vessels
water coastline,
lack of
suitable
ports)appetite.
brainsdeep
are created
and
andfleet
programs.
They are
the (exposed
wets
anybody’s
▪ keyIllegal
high-sea
fishing
along
Indonesia’s
south
coast
has
been
banished
and
allows
motivated by Allah. And if
to success.
regional fishing and a high-value
fish
products
industry
to
rapidly
develop
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
is the
doorfishing
to rapid
▪ Religion
Building
a new
harbourBelgian
at West-Java’s
south coast will allow
the establishment
of:
Ambassador
successor
generation. What
socio-political
development.
A modern
& professionally
exploited
fishing
fleet
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
I asked
revered friend fish processing
- my
A state-of-the-art
industry
forhere,
bothin
nationalwill
andbeinternational
markets
road to 2050
starts
jointly built by
all of
Ahmad
Syafii
Maarif,
▪ ProfThis
fishing
industry
could benefit
fishingBut
vessels:
Tasik.from
OK, the
we transfer
have 41%of European
usUnion
here today.
building
former
- Chairman
EU has setofsevere fishing malnourished
quotas, rendering
the existing
partly
obsolete
children.
That fishing
is nofleet
longer
a matter
of
Muhammadiyah:
can subsidies
EU offers How
scrapping
to reduce
itschanged.
fleet
can and
must be
bricks and mortar. We can
we -combine
all the vessels
power in
EU surplus
could be brought to Indonesia, benefiting
these
subsidies
usefrom
locally
produced
life shouldEUbefishermen
lost
the -mosques,
all the
Possibility
of unemployedNot
butone
experienced
training
local
Indonesian
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
just because
we did not
goodwill,fishermen,
all the prayers,
alltransferring
hereby
technology
together with INBAR – the
integrate
and weon
did
not to guarantee
our-brains
lifting
all of have freezing
EUinto
surplus
vessels
capacity
board
uninterrupted
cold
bamboo
science center
in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and
creating the real
chain
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re allfishing
here. harbour’s cold storage
Indonesia
will
▪ reason
The why
fish will
be processed
at Cikalong
& processing
facilities
cost-high
performance.
to become
the world’s
▪ grow
Similar
cold storage
can be used for on-the-spot processing of locally
produced
vegetables
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth
economyattractive
by
andlargest
fruits, offering
distribution logistics to the consumer
markets
(see
container
food,
furniture
and
biofuel.
terminal)
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
Technical details
container harbour:
▪ Deepening port entrance
“We are ready”
from –5m to –10m LW

▪ Deepening south river
bank to –10m LW
Ambassador
of the quay
Kingdom
▪ Construct 200m
of Belgium,
whose country
wall
is▪interested
to worksurface
with
Flatten 50,000m²
andfor
incontainer
Tasikmalaya.
handling
Myand
hope
is that this
stacking
conference
▪ Additionalwould
200mbreed
quay
benefits
andcorresponding
good things.
wall and
surface can double
May
God bless
us all.grows
capacity
as traffic

Thus, we have Panca Siap or
‘Five Readinesses’.
First, we are ready to
implement the minimum
standard that has been
determined by the
government. Second, we
are ready to create quality
human resources. Third,
Tasik is ready to compete in
the agrobusiness, tourism,
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
▪ The base infrastructure of the fishing harbour can be used to install a dedicated container
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
terminal
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
▪ vision
Regular
container feeder
service by (initially) small ships of 500 TEU capacity will offer fast
The
of Tasikmalaya
is
economy sectors. Fourth,
connection
to major regional hubs (Batam, Singapore, Port Keelang, later possibly
to become
an Islamic,
we are ready to use
Bojonegara/
dynamic,
and highlyBanten Province)
information technology.
▪ Feedering
intointhese
facilities will connect directly to the major East/West
competitive
region
the efficient
And finally, Tasik is ready to
shipping
routes,
bypassing
congested
Tanjung Priok
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
▪ Via
route,
a container shipped from Cikalong will reach the West-European ports
based
on athis
village
system.
investment.
(Antwerp/ Rotterdam) within 24 days of loading (in this time frame, the same container
will – the
in best
casesin- just be loaded in Tanjung Priok!)
Previously,
termofused
The problem of malnutrition
▪ Similarly,
fast connections
will be offered to the East (China, Korea, Japan and US West
Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
was
is an important factor in the
Coast)
to the West (Indian subcontinent, Gulf area (Oman as regional hub),
Gerbang
Desaand
(Gerakan
development process.
Mediterranean
ports, US East Coast)
Membangun
Desa) orand West-European
Health is a standard and
▪
Besides
the
afore-mentioned
considerable
gain in time, the Cikalong route feedering into
Village Development
essential factor for the
a
regional
hub
will
also
be
much
more
economical:
overland transport of 1 container from
Movement, and it has
success of development. No
Tasikmalaya
to Jakarta/Tanjung
Priok costs 6 times the feedering of this same container
successfully
increased
the
matter how good the
from
Cikalong
to
Singapore!
development, welfare, and
government’s programs are
▪
This
fast
feeder
service
will
be an attractive alternative export route for the industries of
the Human Development
or how much the fund
Bandung
area: industrialists have already expressed interest in building manufacturing
Index the
(HDI)
of Tasikmalayan
allocation is, as long as the
facilities
close
the port
people. Currently, wetouse
nutrition of the people is
▪ new
Another
use ofSiap
thisorcontainer terminal will be as part of a chain of Java regional ports in
the
term Tasik
bad, the programs will not
Short Sea
Shipping concept: coastal marine transport around Java is far cheaper (with
‘Tasik the
is Ready’.
Tasikmalaya
succeed maximally.
less
is ready
todamage)
face the than overland transport. Cold storage and refrigerated containers offer
cheap and
reliable national distribution routes for locally produced vegetables and fruit
competition,
to confront
I would like to thank all the
▪ The container
offer attractive logistic solutions for products such as:
globalization,
and toterminal will speakers
and the
▪
From
the
fishing
harbour:
embrace the ASEAN
participants for coming
o Fresh fish for the national market
Economic Community.
here, notably the
o Export of fresh fish to Japan
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Export of frozen fish
products to international
markets
RioooPraaning
Prawira
Adiningrat:
Export of high-value fish products such as oils to international markets
▪ From the immediate hinterland:
“Our
joint brains
- Tasik’s
holistically
integrated
o Distribution
of fresh and processed
vegetables
and fruits to national
markets
o Distribution of fresh and processed vegetables and fruits to international markets
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
(China, Japan,
Gulf States)

o Focus at high value organic produce (long grain rice etc)
– right
after thethe
US,Bandung
We
represent all different
▪ From a larger hinterland, 2050
including
particularly
area
China,
and for
India.
“That
elements in the entire food
o Faster and cheaper export
route
manufactured
products
requires
chain. Everybody here
o Relocation of Bandungsimply
industries
to Cikalong Port
cooperation,
at
all
levels”,
brings in and
one logistics
elementfrom
of a
▪ In general, once the short sea shipping route is operational, distribution
he said.
And
he of
delegated
picture
– one
piece ofand
a
and to the Tasikmalaya area from
other
parts
Java/South Sumatra
will
be cheaper
Muhammadiyah’s Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
safer (less damage)
General to help us do this.
look beautiful even before
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
Technical details
into practical results. What
in Indonesia’s leading
bulk terminal:
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
▪ By building 400m of extra
us? A change of mindset
and poverty. No more
quay wall and flatten
and eating habits, said Pak
mothers with children in
another 80,000 to
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
100,000m² of land, a bulk
know what to do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
terminal can be added
Whatever problem we may
shared by all layers of
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested in a stable,
brains. Allah gave us brains.
required to resolve issues
healthy and forward-looking
Brains are without limit.
on our way to success are
society. The investors will
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
stop brains to create as
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return on Investment that
brains are created and
and programs. They are the
wets anybody’s appetite.
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian
Ambassador
successor generation. What
▪ The bulk terminal can be used for:
socio-political development.
Herman
right: and
Indonesia’s
our children
Processing of locally produced
ironis sands
onward shipment
of iron use
ore by 2050
I asked my revered friend
road
to
2050
starts
here,
in
will
be
jointly
built by all of
Shipping of other locally produced minerals
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik.
OK,
we
have
41%
us
here
today.
Unloading of fertilizer in bulk for intensive agriculture in the hinterland But building
former Chairman of
malnourished
children.
That electricity
is no longer
a matter
Possibly unloading coal for
local power plant,
supplying
for the
port of
Muhammadiyah: How can
can
and
must
be
changed.
bricks
and
mortar.
We can
activities and to connect into the South-West-Java electricity grid
we combine all the power in
use
locally
produced
Opportunity to create innovative
facilities
industrial purposes
Not one 3D
lifePrinting
should be
lost for many
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
and particularly for packaging
using
locally
produced
sources
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with
INBAR – the
Opportunity to optimally use solar/wind/tidal energy and hydropower
facilities
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
grow to become the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
“We are ready”
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
‘Five Readinesses’.
First, we are ready to
implement the minimum
standard that has been
determined by the
government. Second, we
are ready to create quality
human resources. Third,
Tasik is ready to compete in
the agrobusiness, tourism,
small and medium
enterprises, and creative
economy sectors. Fourth,
we are ready to use
information technology.
And finally, Tasik is ready to
guarantee the ease of
investment.

Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Belgium, whose country
is interested to work with
and in Tasikmalaya.
My hope is that this
conference would breed
benefits and good things.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
May God bless us all.
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Bupati of the Regency of
Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

The vision of Tasikmalaya is
to become an Islamic,
dynamic, and highly
competitive region in the
agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

Foreword by MrTheRio
Praaning Prawira
problem of malnutrition
is an important factor in the
AdiningratForeword
byprocess.
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
development
Health is a standard and
Bupati of the Regency
Tasikmalaya
essential factorof
for the

Previously, the term used in
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
Membangun Desa) or
Village Development
Movement, and it has
successfully increased the
development, welfare, and
the Human Development
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
people. Currently, we use
the new term Tasik Siap or
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of development. No
matter how good the
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
here, notably the
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Rio PraaningFresh
Prawira
Adiningrat:
Tasikmalaya
Brains
Prize Award
“Our joint brains - Tasik’s holistically integrated
Mr. Hari Ramdhani, Director of ANTRELAB Business Incubator
On ‘Tasikmalaya Fresh Brains Prize Award: An Elite Poll
agri-infra modernization approach”
Among Students
in Tasikmalaya
2050of– Tasikmalaya
right after the
US, the ageWe
A poll addressed to the young people
under
of represent all different
China,
and
India.
“That and out-ofelements in the entire food
35 was conducted in regards to finding
the
most
innovative
simply
requires
the-box solutions to malnutrition. Questionnaires were distributedchain.
to Everybody here
cooperation,
at
all
levels”,
brings
students from Universitas Siliwangi and Universitas Muhammadiyah in in one element of a
he said.
And184
he delegated
picture – one piece of a
Tasikmalaya. The total respondents
were
students: 91 from
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle – which is going to
Universitas Siliwangi and 93 from Universitas Muhammadiyah
General
to
help
us
do
this.
look beautiful even before
Tasikmalaya. The best answer was rewarded the Fresh Brains Prize
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
Award.
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
into practical results. What
in Indonesia’s leading
does that mean for all of
economy. No more hunger
us? A change of mindset
and poverty. No more
and eating habits, said Pak
mothers with children in
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
know what to do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
Whatever problem we may
shared by all layers of
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested in a stable,
brains. Allah gave us brains.
required to resolve issues
healthy and forward-looking
Brains are without limit.
on our way to success are
society. The investors will
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
stop brains to create as
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return on Investment that
brains are created and
and programs. They are the
wets anybody’s appetite.
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation. What
socio-political development.
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
I asked my revered friend
road to 2050 starts here, in
will be jointly built by all of
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But building
former Chairman of
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah: How can
can and must be changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
we combine all the power in
use locally produced
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR – the
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
grow to become the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
“We are ready”
Thus, we have Panca Siap or
‘Five Readinesses’.
First, we are ready to
implement the minimum
standard that has been
determined by the
government. Second, we
are ready to create quality
human resources. Third,
Tasik is ready to compete in
the agrobusiness, tourism,
small and medium
enterprises, and creative
economy sectors. Fourth,
we are ready to use
information technology.
And finally, Tasik is ready to
guarantee the ease of
investment.

Ambassador of the Kingdom
of Belgium, whose country
is interested to work with
and in Tasikmalaya.
My hope is that this
conference would breed
benefits and good things.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
May God bless us all.
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Bupati of the Regency of
Tasikmalaya

Foreword by Mr Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat

The vision of Tasikmalaya is
to become an Islamic,
dynamic, and highly
competitive region in the
agronomy business sector,
based on a village system.

Foreword by MrTheRio
Praaning Prawira
problem of malnutrition
is an important factor in the
AdiningratForeword
byprocess.
H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum,
development
Health is a standard and
Bupati of the Regency
Tasikmalaya
essential factorof
for the

Previously, the term used in
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya was
Gerbang Desa (Gerakan
Membangun Desa) or
Village Development
Movement, and it has
successfully increased the
development, welfare, and
the Human Development
Index (HDI) of Tasikmalayan
people. Currently, we use
the new term Tasik Siap or
‘Tasik is Ready’. Tasikmalaya
is ready to face the
competition, to confront
globalization, and to
embrace the ASEAN
Economic Community.

success of development. No
matter how good the
government’s programs are
or how much the fund
allocation is, as long as the
nutrition of the people is
bad, the programs will not
succeed maximally.

Foreword by Mr Rio PraaningForeword by H. Uu
Ruzhanul Ulum,
Bupati of the Regency of Tasikmalaya
I would like to thank all the
speakers and the
participants for coming
here, notably the
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NEXT
FOREWORD
12 MONTHS

RioSTART
Praaning
Prawira Adiningrat:
OF CONSTRUCTION OF CIKALONG PORT AND
HOLISTICALLY
INTEGRATED
AGRI-INFRA
PROJECT
IN
“Our
joint brains
- Tasik’s
holistically
integrated
TASIKMALAYA IN NEXT 12 MONTHS
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
Tasikmalaya/Jakarta/Muscat
- September
2017- Working Document
2050 – right after the US,
We represent all different
andbrains
India. “That
elements in the entire food
Tasik multi-stakeholder approach:China,
our joint
simply requiresRoundtable Conference
chain.in
Everybody
here
During the 5th November 2016 Multi-Stakeholder
Kota Tasikmalaya,
levels”,regionalbrings
in one
element of
a
opened by Bupati Uu of Kabupatencooperation,
Tasikmalaya,atallallrelevant
and local
institutions
and
he said. to
And
heholistically
delegatedintegrated
picture
– one piece of a
NGOs in Tasikmalaya agreed to contribute
the
agri-infra
Secretary
modernization through a four focalMuhammadiyah’s
fields/12 pilot projects
approach.puzzle – which is going to
General to help us do this.
look beautiful even before
Indeed. Cooperation
2050. By then, our children
First focus: Save infant lives
translates
bean
in Outreach
leading positions
With the local Universities UNSIL and
UMTASwishful
an MOUthinking
was signed towill
start
into
practical
results.
What
in
Indonesia’s
leading
Therapeutical Infant Food Agency (OTIFA). With the support of Prof Dr Widjaja Lukito
(PA
does that
forAdviser
all of to the President)
economy. No
International Foundation Board Member
andmean
former
andmore
Mariahunger
us?Programme)
A change of OTIFA
mindset
and on
poverty.
No more
Catharina (formerly with World Food
starts working
1 October
2017.
and eating habits, said Pak
mothers with children in
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
Second focus: Modernize agriculture
know what
to do.
of hunger.
Wealth will
With the support of Dr Bayu Krisnamurthi
(PA International
Foundation
Board Member
andbe
Whatever
problem
we
may
by all layers
of
former Deputy Minister of Trade and of Agriculture) the agriculturalshared
modernization
including
forBiopesticides
success is andsociety
have, thewater
Tasik people
can theThe
and so money
will
optimized
management,
usecondition
of Low-Risk
Non-Chemical
Fertilizers
thethroughout
togetherness
of our
resolve
it. All agri-food
the brainstechnologies
be invested
in a stable,
and
the latest
arable
lands identified
by Kabupaten
brains.
Allah
us brains.Biopesticides
required to resolve
issues As part
healthy Manufacturers
and forward-looking
Tasikmalaya,
will be realized.
of this,
thegave
International
Brains
are
without
limit.
on
our
way
to
success
are
investors will
Association plans tests in Tasikmalaya as part of the preparations
of society.
a globalThe
biocontrol
There
is
nothing
that
can
here.
Pak
Bupati
presents
be
even
more
happy: a
conference that will be held in Indonesia in 2018. Earlier at a high-level international
stop
brains
to
create
as
clear
signals,
ideas,
plans
Return on agreed
Investment
conference on food safety at UNSIL the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation
to that
brains are created and
and programs.
They are thein Tasik.
wets anybody’s appetite.
support
agri modernization
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
thoseand
brains
are combined,
So TasikJoko
is about
our
Third Focus: Modernize infrastructure
execute
demands of President
Widodo
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian
Ambassador
successor
generation.
What
The Government of President Joko Widodo has prioritized infrastructure as the key pillar for
socio-political development.
Hermaninisless
right:
Indonesia’s
ourand
children
use by
2050
socio-economic development particularly
developed
Indonesian
Javanese
regions.
I asked my revered friend
road
to
2050
starts
here,
in
will
be
jointly
built
by
He reported to his inner circle that, today, 3.6% of his inhabitants own 47% of all lands. Toall of
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, weof
have
us here
today.
But building
ensure that Indonesia realizes the expectations
the 41%
world’s renowned
expert
organisations
former Chairman of
malnourished
children.
That 4th largest
is no longer
a matter
of
McKinsey and PricewaterhouseCoopers
to become
the world’s
economy
by 2050,
Muhammadiyah: How can
can
and
must
be
changed.
bricks
and
mortar.
We
can
The Jakarta Post Editor-in-Chief at the Tasik Roundtable Multi-Stakeholder Roundtable
we combine all the power in
use
locally
produced
Conference stated that Indonesia will materialize its fullest capacities as soon as the human
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo.
Bandung’s
and agri resource-rich but underdeveloped Kabupaten are enabled to
use their
capacitiesITB
to
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together
with
INBAR
– the
th
the full. On Wednesday 19 July 2017 President Jokowi – loved by his people because
of his
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science
center in
sworn dedication to their interests – told the Indonesian Regency Administration
Association
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
will guide
to low
(Apkasi): “This is why every region must awaken to its potential. WeBeijing
want to– change
ourusold
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high
performance.
ways.” The President called on the Kabupaten to cut their red tape [and thus corruption], push
grow to become the world’s
Bamboo
also produces rich
private enterprising, intensify contracts with foreign investors and focus
at international
fourth largest economy by
food,
furniture
and biofuel.
markets. Kabupaten Tasikmalaya, according to Member of the House of Representatives
Nurhayati Effendi perhaps the least developed in South West Java with 41% malnourished
infants, but with an undeniable potential in terms of geostrategic location, a mouthwatering
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Tasik Bupati H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum:
“We are ready”
On the basis of a holistically integrated project with the support of Transportation Minister

estuarian area near Cikalong and a vast yet underdeveloped agricultural area, has managed to
attract investors from the Gulf, China and The Netherlands.
Budi Karya Sumadi, Minister of Marine Affairs and Resources Luhut Pandjaitan and Presidential
Adviser Suharso Monoarfa among others the following parties are developing a Memorandum
of Understanding and a Special Purpose
(SPV):Siap or
Thus, weVehicle
have Panca
Ambassador of the Kingdom
- The Government of the Sultanate
Oman: to secure a multi-decade
usufruct
contract
‘Five of
Readinesses’.
of Belgium,
whose
country
through investment in Tasik’sFirst,
agri-food
production
and
infrastructure
to
cover
its
long-term
we are ready to
is interested to work with
food security/food safety
implement the minimum
and in Tasikmalaya.
- The Port of Rotterdam, whichstandard
already has
partnership
with the
of isSohar
Oman: to
thatahas
been
MyPort
hope
that in
this
partner with the Republic of Indonesia
(and
with
Oman)
in
both
larger
and
smaller
port
determined by the
conference would breed
projects and provide Indonesia
and Oman with
its unrivaled
technology,
know-how
and
government.
Second,
we
benefits and
good things.
networks
are ready to create quality
- The Asian Infrastructure Investment
(AIIB):Third,
to invest in and
fund
green
human Bank
resources.
May
God
blessinfra-projects
us all.
that alleviate poverty and areTasik
bankable
through
a long in
term off-take agreement
is ready
to compete
- The Indonesian Infrastructurethe
Fund
SMI that combines
and
ADB funds:
to help
agrobusiness,
tourism,Indonesian
H. Uu
Ruzhanul
Ulum
materialize the Indonesian Government’s
infrastructure
goals.
small and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
enterprises, and creative
Tasikmalaya
In the
third
of November
2017
high representatives
The
vision
of week
Tasikmalaya
is
economy
sectors. Fourth, of the relevant parties are meeting
Tasikmalaya
and Jakarta to prepare
required
toinbecome
an Islamic,
we arethe
ready
to useMemorandum of Understanding and the
requirements
for a Special Purpose
Vehicle that
will invest in the development of the Cikalong
dynamic,
and highly
information
technology.
Port and related
projects.
competitive
regioninfrastructure
in the
And finally, Tasik is ready to
agronomy business sector,
guarantee the ease of
Fourth
Education
within a green context
based
onfocus:
a village
system.and training
investment.
During the November 2016 Multi-Stakeholder Roundtable Conference it was decided that the
development
Cikalong
surrounding
food safety-oriented agricultural
Previously,
the of
term
used inPort and
Thethe
problem
of malnutrition
development
will be characterized
byimportant
three key factor
elements:
Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
was
is an
in the
1)
Cikalong
Port’s logistical facilities
and
buildings
will
be constructed on the basis of locally
Gerbang
Desa (Gerakan
development process.
produced
bamboo.
The global
Institute
for Bamboo
Membangun
Desa)
or
Health
is a standard
and and Rattan in Beijing has agreed to
provide expert advice andessential
guidance.factor
It willfor
cooperate
with local Indonesian institutions
Village Development
the
such
as
ITB
Bandung
and
with
local
bamboo
production
Movement, and it has
success of development. No companies to produce and
prepare
the required
successfully
increased
the bamboo-based
matter howconstruction
good the materials
2)
Local NGOs
andand
SMEs willgovernment’s
be encouraged,
funded and
development,
welfare,
programs
are assisted to produce a) high-value
and
safe
(infant)
food
on
the
basis
of
bamboo
shoots;
b) construction materials; c)
the Human Development
or how much the fund
materials
for confection; d)
base material
for bio-fuel.
Index (HDI)
of Tasikmalayan
allocation
is, as long
as the By integrating food and bamboo
theuse
natural andnutrition
soil protecting
functions
people.production
Currently, we
of the people is of bamboo will be optimally used
3) newEducation
vocational
training
terms ofwill
curricula
the
term Tasikand
Siap
or
bad,
the in
programs
not at universities, high schools,
training, primary
schools
will be re-oriented at the integrated international
‘Tasik isvocational
Ready’. Tasikmalaya
succeed
maximally.
production/transport/logistics/marketing
chain. This will require a strong emphasis
is readyfood
to face
the
of theto
use
of Information Technology
English.
The Indonesian Telkomsel company
competition,
confront
I would like and
to thank
all the
formally
agreed
a Tasikand
Appthe
Platform that will assist with this development.
globalization,
and
to to establish
speakers
Brood Academicparticipants
Chair for English
and Information Technology Foundation at
embraceThe
theEdgar
ASEAN
for coming
UNSIL
will continue its effort
to provide
Economic
Community.
here,
notably Tasik
the University education with high-level English
language training.
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Rio
Praaning
Prawira Adiningrat:
MEMULAI
PEMBANGUNAN
PELABUHAN CIKALONG DAN
PROYEK
“HOLISTICALLY
AGRI-INFRA PROJECT”
DI
“Our joint
brainsINTEGRATED
- Tasik’s holistically
integrated
TASIKMALAYA DALAM 12 BULAN KEDEPAN
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
Tasikmalaya/Jakarta/Muscat
- September
2017- Dokumen Kerja
2050 –diright
US,brains We represent all different
Pendekatan multi-stakeholders
Tasikafter
: ourthe
joint
China,
and India.
“That Meja Bundar
elements
the entire
1. Pada 5 November 2016, telah
diadakan
Konferensi
yang in
dihadiri
olehfood
simply
requires
chain. Everybody
here ini
para pemangku kepentingan
(multi-stakeholders)
di Kota Tasikmalaya.
Konferensi
cooperation,
at allKabupaten
levels”, Tasikmalaya)
brings in serta
one element
a
secara resmi dibuka oleh Bupati
Uu (Bupati
dihadiri of
oleh
he lokal
said. terkait
And hedi
delegated
picture
– one piece
seluruh institusi regional dan
Tasikmalaya. Pada
kesempatan
ini,of a
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzleuntuk
– which
seluruh institusi terkait tersebut
telah menyatakan
kesediaannya
ikutis going to
to help
us do this.Agri-Infra
look
beautiful
before
berkontribusi dalam proyekGeneral
“Holistically
Integrated
Project”
yangeven
terdiri
atas
Indeed.dengan
Cooperation
2050.
By then, our children
empat bidang fokus (focal fields)
12 pendekatan pilot
projects.
translates wishful thinking
will be in leading positions
into
practical
results.
What
Fokus pertama : Menyelamatkan kehidupan bayi dan anakin Indonesia’s leading
does that mean
for alltelah
of ditandatangani
economy.oleh
No more
hunger
2. Sebuah Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU)
Universitas
us? A change
of mindsetTasikmalaya
and(UMTAS)
poverty.dalam
No more
Siliwangi (UNSIL) dan Universitas
Muhammadiyah
rangka
and eatingInfant
habits,Food
saidAgency
Pak (OTIFA).
mothers
with children
in
pelaksanaan Outreach Therapeutical
Dengan
dukungan
Abdul
Mu’ti. So
we
their armsdan
that
cannot
walk
Prof Dr Widjadja Lukito (Board
Member
PAnow
International
Foundation
Eks
Anggota
know Catharina
what to do.
of hunger.
Wealth
will be
Penasihat Presiden) serta Maria
(Eks-Senior Programme
Assistant
World
Whatever
we may
by2017.
all layers of
Foodproblem
Programme),
proyek OTIFA akan mulai berjalan pada 1shared
Oktober
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
togetherness of our
resolveFokus
it. All kedua
the brains
be invested in a stable,
: Modernisasithe
pertanian
brains.
Allah
gave
us
brains.
required
to
resolve
issues
healthy
and forward-looking
3. Proyek yang didukung Dr Bayu Krisnamurti (Board Member PA
International
BrainsPerdagangan
are without dan
limit.Eks-Wakil Menteri
on our Foundation,
way to success
are
society. The
investors
Eks-Wakil
Menteri
Pertanian)
ini will
There
is
nothing
that
can
here. Pak
Bupati
presents
be
even
more
happy:
a
sendiri terdiri atas pengelolaan air yang optimal, penggunakan bio-pestisida rendah
stop
brains
to
create
as
clear signals,
ideas,
plans
Return
Investment di
that
risiko dan pupuk organik serta teknologi terkini agri-food yang
akanon
direalisasikan
brainsTasikmalaya.
are created and
and programs.
They
are the
wets anybody’s
appetite.
tanah yang
subur
di Kabupaten
Uji coba penggunaan
bio-pestisida
di
bypersiapan
Allah. AndKonferensi
if
key to success.
Tasikmalaya ini merupakanmotivated
bagian dari
Global yang akan
those
brains
are
combined,
So Tasik is about
our
diadakan setiap tahunnya oleh International Biopesticides Manufactures
Association.
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian
Ambassador
successor
generation.
What
Pada tahun 2018, konferensi ini akan diadakan di Indonesia tepatnya di Tasikmalaya.
socio-political development.
HermanPBB
is right:
our children
use by 2050
Organisasi Pangan dan Pertanian
(FAO)Indonesia’s
juga telah menyatakan
dukungannya
I asked my revered friend
road
to
2050
starts
here,
in
will
be
jointly
built tinggi
by all of
terhadap proyek modernisasi pertanian di Tasimalaya pada konferensi tingkat
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik.
OK,
we
have
41%
us
here
today.
But
building
mengenai keamanan pangan yang telah diadakan di UNSIL.
former Chairman of
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah: How can
can
and
must
be
changed.
bricks and
mortar. We can
Fokus ketiga : Modernisasi infrastruktur dalam rangka pemenuhan
kebijakan
we combine all the power in
use
locally
produced
Presiden Joko Widodo
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo.sebagai
Bandung’s
ITB
4. Pemerintahan Presiden Joko Widodo memprioritaskan infrastruktur
salah
satu
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together
with
INBAR
– the
pilar utama pembangunan sosial-ekonomi terutama di daerah tertinggal dan Jawa.
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboomemiliki
science center
in
Presiden Jokowi menyatakan
bahwa 3,6%
dari
penduduk Indonesia
47% lahan
cooperate.
That’s
why
us up and creating the real
Beijing
– willberpotensi
guide us to low
yang ada. Menurut McKinsey
andallPriceWaterhouse
Coopers,
Indonesia
we’re
here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high
performance.
untuk menjadi kekuatan ekonomi global ke-empat terbesar pada tahun 2050. Hal ini
grow to become the world’s
also
produces rich
kemudian diungkapkan pula oleh Editor-in-Chief The JakartaBamboo
Post pada
Konferensi
fourth largest economy by
food,
furniture
and biofuel.
Meja Bundar multi-stakeholders di Tasikmalaya yang menyatakan bahwa Indonesia
dapat mencapai kapasitas maksimalnya ketika sumber daya manusia dan alamnya
mengalami peningkatan kualitas. Hal ini kemudian sangat disayangkan, melihat
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Tasik
Bupati
H.tidakUu
Ruzhanul
Ulum:
otonomi
Kabupaten
menggunakan
kapasitasnya
secara maksimal. Pada Rabu, 19
Juli 2017, Presiden Jokowi mengatakan pada Apkasi (Asosiasi Pemerintah Kabupaten
Indonesia),
“Ini adalah salah satu alasan mengapa setiap daerah harus
“WeSeluruh
are
ready”
mengembangkan potensial masing-masing. Kita harus mengubah cara lama kita

terutama dalam memaksimalkan pelayanan publik, mengurangi korupsi, mendorong
pengusaha swasta, membangun kontrak dengan investor asing serta fokus pada pasar
Thus,
we have
PancaDPR
SiapRepublik
or
Ambassador
of the Kingdom
internasional”. Nurhayati
Effendi
( Anggota
Indonesia) menyatakan
‘Five
Readinesses’.
Belgium,
country
bahwa 41% anak di daerah
Selatan
Jawa Barat mengalamiofkurang
gizi.whose
Meskipun
First,banyak
we are potensi
ready toyang telah mampu
is interested
to investor
work with
begitu, kawasan ini memiliki
menarik
asing
minimum
andgeostrategis,
in Tasikmalaya.
dari Negara Teluk, Cina, implement
dan Belandathe
antara
lain, lokasi yang
daerah
standard daerah
that hassubur,
been serta areaMy
hope is yang
that this
muara Cikalong yang merupakan
pertanian
luas.
determined by the
conference would breed
government.
Second, we
and
good
things.
5. Dalam rangka pelaksanaan
proyek terintegrasi
ini disertaibenefits
dukungan
dari
Budi
Karya
are readyLuhut
to create
quality(Menteri Koordinator Bidang
Sumadi (Menteri Perhubungan),
Pandjaitan
resources.
May Pertimbangan
God bless us all.
Kemaritiman Indonesia),human
Suharso
MonoarfaThird,
( Anggota Dewan
Presiden),
Tasik
ready to
compete
in
serta beberapa pihak lain
yangisterkait
akan
membentuk
sebuah Special Purpose
thedalam
agrobusiness,
tourism,
Uu Ruzhanul Ulum
Vehicle (SPV) yang tertulis
sebuah Memorandum
ofH.Understanding
(MoU).
small
and medium
Bupati of the Regency of
Beberapa pihak yang akan
terlibat
antara lain:
enterprises,
creative
Tasikmalaya
- Pemerintahan Kesultanan
Omanand
: dalam
rangka pemenuhan
ketahanan pangan
The vision of Tasikmalaya
is Oman
economy
Fourth,
jangka panjang
dengan sectors.
membentuk
sebuah kontrak usufruct yang terdiri
to become anatas
Islamic,
we arepertanian
ready to dan
use pembangunan infrastruktur di
investasi di produksi
dynamic, andTasikmalaya.
highly
information technology.
competitive
in the
Andsebelumnya
finally, Tasiktelah
is ready
to sama dengan Pelabuhan Sohar
- region
The Port
of Rotterdam,
bekerja
agronomy business
sector,
guarantee
easedengan
of
di Oman
: dalam rangka
bekerjathe
sama
Pemerintahan Indonesia (dan juga
based on a village
system.
investment.
Oman)
dalam berbagai
proyek pelabuhan dengan menyediakan teknologi,
keterampilan, dan jaringan.
Previously,
term
used
in
- the
The
Asian
Infrastructure
Bank (AIIB)
: dengan berbentuk kesepakatan off-take yang
The problem
of malnutrition
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
terdiri ataswas
investasiisserta
mendanaifactor
infrastruktur
an important
in the yang ramah lingkungan,
Gerbang Desabermanfaat
(Gerakan dalam mengatasi
kemiskinan,
development
process. serta bankable
Membangun
Desa)
or Multi Infrastruktur
- PT
Sarana
SMI) yang
Health is a(PT
standard
andakan mengkombinasikan dana
Village Development
Indonesia dan ADB :essential
dalam rangka
target pembangunan
factormerealisasikan
for the
Movement, and
it has
success of development. No
infrastruktur
Indonesia.
successfully increased the
matter how good the
development,
and
government’s
programs
are pertemuan tingkat tinggi di
6. Pada welfare,
minggu ketiga November
2017, akan
diadakan
the Human
Development
how muchini
thebertujuan
fund
Tasikmalaya
dan Jakarta.orPertemuan
untuk mempersiapkan perumusan
Index (HDI)
of Tasikmalayan
allocation(MoU)
is, as long
the
Memorandum
of Understanding
sertaas
persyaratan
dalam membentuk Special
people. Currently,
we use(SPV). Pertemuan
Purpose Vehicle
ini
akan
dihadiri
oleh
berbagai
pihak yang akan
nutrition of the people is
the new term
Tasik Siap
or
memberikan
investasi
pada
Pelabuhan
Cikalong serta proyek
bad,pembangunan
the programs will
not
‘Tasik is Ready’.
Tasikmalaya
infrastruktur
lainnya yang
terkait.maximally.
succeed
is ready to face the
competition,
to keempat
confront : EdukasiI would
Fokus
dan Pelatihan
dalam
Ramah Lingkungan
like to thank
allKonteks
the
globalization,
to
speakers
and the
7. Padaand
Konferensi
Meja Bundar
multi-stakeholders
November 2016, terdapat beberapa
embrace elemen
the ASEAN
participants
for coming
penting yang harus
diperhatikan
dalam membangun food-safety-oriented
Economicagricultural,
Community.antara lain:here, notably the
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RioI. Praaning
Prawira Adiningrat:
Fasilitas logistik dan bangunan di Pelabuhan Cikalong yang akan dibangun
menggunakan bahan dasar bambu produksi lokal. Institusi global untuk bambu
“Ourdan
joint
- Tasik’s
holistically
rotan di brains
Beijing telah setuju
membimbing
proyek ini. Selain itu,integrated
pembangunan
ini akan bekerja sama dengan institusi lokal Indonesia seperti ITB serta perusahaan
agri-infra
modernization
approach”
bambu lokal
dalam rangka memproduksi dan
menyiapkan bambu yang sesuai

dengan material konstruksi.
2050(NGO)
– rightserta
afterpengusaha
the US, menengah
We represent
all(SME)
different
II. Organisasi non Pemerintah
dan kecil
China,
and India.
“That a. makanan
elements
in the
entire
food
akan mendapat bimbingan
dalam
memproduksi
bergizi
dengan
bahan
simply
requires
chain.
Everybody
here
dasar bambu b. material konstruksi c. material konfeksi tekstil d. material dasar
cooperation,
at bahan
all levels”,
bringsakan
in one
element
of a
bio-fuel. Hal ini kemudian
menjadikan
mentah bambu
diolah
secara
he said. And he delegated
picture – one piece of a
optimal.
Muhammadiyah’s
Secretary
puzzle – which
III. Edukasi dan pelatihan teknis dengan kurikulum setara Universitas,
SMA,is going to
General
to
help
us
do
this.
look
beautiful
even before
pelatihan kejuruan, dan SD akan berorientasi pada rantai pasar internasional.
Hal
Indeed.
Cooperation
2050.
By then,
our children
ini tentunya membutuhkan
penekanan
pada penggunaan
teknologi
informasi
dan
translates
wishful
thinking
will“Tasik
be in App
leading
positions
Bahasa Inggris. Telkomsel
telah setuju
untuk
membangun
Platform”
into
practical
results.
What
in
Indonesia’s
leading
yang akan mendukung proyek pembangunan terintegrasi ini. Selain itu, The Edgar
does
that mean
for all of Technology
economy.
No moredari
hunger
Brood Academic Chair for
English
and Information
Foundation
us?
A
change
of
mindset
and
poverty.
No
more
Universitas UNSIL juga telah setuju untuk menyediakan pelatihan Bahasa Inggris.
and eating habits, said Pak
mothers with children in
Abdul Mu’ti. So now we
their arms that cannot walk
know what to do.
of hunger. Wealth will be
Whatever problem we may
shared by all layers of
The condition for success is
have, the Tasik people can
society and so money will
the togetherness of our
resolve it. All the brains
be invested in a stable,
brains. Allah gave us brains.
required to resolve issues
healthy and forward-looking
Brains are without limit.
on our way to success are
society. The investors will
There is nothing that can
here. Pak Bupati presents
be even more happy: a
stop brains to create as
clear signals, ideas, plans
Return on Investment that
brains are created and
and programs. They are the
wets anybody’s appetite.
motivated by Allah. And if
key to success.
those brains are combined,
So Tasik is about our
Religion is the door to rapid
Belgian Ambassador
successor generation. What
socio-political development.
Herman is right: Indonesia’s
our children use by 2050
I asked my revered friend
road to 2050 starts here, in
will be jointly built by all of
Prof Ahmad Syafii Maarif,
Tasik. OK, we have 41%
us here today. But building
former Chairman of
malnourished children. That
is no longer a matter of
Muhammadiyah: How can
can and must be changed.
bricks and mortar. We can
we combine all the power in
use locally produced
Not one life should be lost
the mosques, all the
Bamboo. Bandung’s ITB
just because we did not
goodwill, all the prayers, all
together with INBAR – the
integrate and we did not
our brains into lifting all of
bamboo science center in
cooperate. That’s why
us up and creating the real
Beijing – will guide us to low
we’re all here.
reason why Indonesia will
cost-high performance.
grow to become the world’s
Bamboo also produces rich
fourth largest economy by
food, furniture and biofuel.
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PRESENTATION
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Modernization’
Kabupaten
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On ‘Combating the Nutrition Problem in Kabupaten
Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
Tasikmalaya 2016’
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
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the fourtohealth
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implemented
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and PA International,
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creation
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the
poor
environmental
health.
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programs
have
beensafety
done and
by the
Health
Department
of Kabupaten
Level
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solve the problems. However, an integrated cooperation
is time to act.
between sectors is uncontestedly needed.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION

Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION

Ms Enung Nursaidah, Chairwoman Fatayat NU
On ‘The Strengthening of Woman Reproduction Rights
to Save The Future Generation’

Fatayat NU is a social organisation that embodies religious, social, and family
values. It consists of Indonesian young women that promote the rights and
basic needs of women in all sectors: education, politics, economy, and health.
Thus, a non-gender biased national development can be created. In order to
eradicate health problems of as well as violence towards women, the
involvement of all actors and sectors is essential.
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PRESENTATION

Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION Ms Yanti Marliyanti, Representative of Kampung Gizi
Tasikmalaya
On ‘The Overview of the Nutrition Cadre Activity,
Forum Petani Peduli Gizi (Farmers Care About
Nutrition Forum)’
Ms Yanti provides an overview of the Farmers Care About Nutrition’s (FPPG)
activities. As an effort to increase people’s awareness of nutrition and also
knowledge to maximize productivity, FPPG has several programs, such as
counseling about nutrition and how to harness the house yards; group
activites on creating greenhouses, grocery shops (Waserda), and nutrition
consultation; nursing plants; benefiting the empty land; and knowledge
socialization (to society and school).
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PRESENTATION

Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION

Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Mr Wawan Nawawi, Head of BAZNAS
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
On ‘The Problem of Malnutrition in Tasikmalaya:
Food for Soul and Body’
Mr Wawan states that as a human, we are body and soul. If humans only
focus on the physical development, not on the soul, the overall development
will not be perfect. In regards to the malnutrition problem, BAZNAS has
several programs, e.g. Urun Rembuk, where all stakeholders gather and find
solutions together.
xxxx
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malnutrition
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the Health
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Universitas
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education
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research;
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Mr Endang Suwarman, Chief of Public Health
Development Department at Dinas Kesehatan Kota
Tasikmalaya
On ‘The Resources of the Health Department of Kota
Tasikmalaya in the Effort to Combat Malnutrition 2015/2016’

Mr Endang shares the effort by the Health Department of Kota Tasikmalaya in
combating malnutrition in Kota Tasikmalaya, such as Pemberian Makanan
Tambahan (additional feeding), vitamins, and minerals, for malnourished children
and pregnant women, monthly infant weighing, and children’s growth monitoring.
Mr Endang concludes that Kota Tasikmalaya is indeed facing a complex problem of
malnutrition—stunting, wasting, and obesity—and we need to change the mindset
of people to become more ‘preventive’, and to strenghten the infrastructure. He
strongly promotes multi-stakeholder coordination and cooperation.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang explains
the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
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toPatrick
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(in Indonesia) that would be not only at national level
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but also at provincial level; and the enmpowerment of rural women. By
meeting those priorities, Tasikmalaya, and Indonesia, can eventually achieve
a sustainable economic growth through the agri-infra advancement.
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On
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International,
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as
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KlikQuick can transport students bringing life-saving products to malnourished
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Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the Highchildren,
anywhere.
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
PRESENTATION
Ms Lieselotte Heederik, Co-Founder & Director Business
PRESENTATION
Universitas Siliwangi
Development of Nazava Water Filters
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
On ‘Nazava for a Healthy Family: Safe and Affordable
Agriculture Modernization’
Drinking Water for All’
Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
Ms Heederik presents the Nazava water filters as the solution for the clean
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
drinking water crisis in Indonesia. Now available in 38 cities and 12 islands in
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
Indonesia, Nazava offers a technology in filtering and purifying water to
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
become drinkable at an affordable price, and also in an easy and convenient
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the Highmanner. Families unable to boil water just filter the water and can drink
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
safely.
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Mr Gilang Prasetya, Vice President HC Business Partner,
Universitas Siliwangi
Telkomsel
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
‘Brains
for Tasikmalaya
– The Tasik
Agriculture
Modernization’
Mr Gilang describesOnthe
eminence
of Telkomsel
as Experiment
the number one
telecommunication company in Indonesia (165 million subscribers). Cyberspace
Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
can help grow small companies into multimillion enterprises in months, as
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
Pokemon demonstrated. Telkomsel covers 97% of Tasik’s area. It can assist with
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
microfinance even for persons without a bank account. Telkomsel develops apps
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
and works with government, SMEs, universities, schools, and individual students.
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighIt will help develop the Tasik App Platform and will thus play an important role in
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
empowering the change in Tasikmalaya.
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION Mr Sambas, Chairman Kelompok Tani Nelayan Andalan
(KTNA Farmers Association)
On ‘Agriculture as a Strengthening Pillar for Villages
Economy
Mr Sambas provides an overview and also the vision and mission of
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya with regards to farming, particularly the plan to
revitalize the agriculture development. Mr Sambas also points out that the
poor upstream-downstream infrastructure and uncertified land rights are
still problems for Tasikmalayan people.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION

Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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PRESENTATION Mr Endy Bayuni, Editor-in-Chief of The Jakarta Post
On ‘Improving Awareness and Communication on
Combating Malnutrition: Media’
Mr Endy talks about the role of media in spreading information. The low
awareness of people about malnutrition is partly the media’s fault as some of
them are more interested in ‘sexier’ issues, e.g. corruption, criminals, or
politics. The role of media in conveying the message of malnutrition is
important and must be strengthened.
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Dr Unang
Head of
Cooperation
Division
at
Mr
Masril Atmaja,
Koto, Founder
ofthe
Bank
Tani (Farmers’
Bank)
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Empowering People’
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Mr Koto, as the founder
of Bank Modernization’
Tani, emphasizes human empowerment as
Agriculture
the means to create changes. Bank Tani offers a microfinancial service as a
Dr
Unangsolution
explainsfor
thefarmers—rather
need for sustainable
modernization
order
financial
than agriculture
loansharks—and
bases its in
services
to
develop
Tasikmalaya.
A
sustainable
agribusiness
strategy
has
to
be
agreed
on the people’s needs, such as saving for toilets or for hajj.
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION
Ms Emily
Sutanto, Director
Universitas
Siliwangiof PT Bloom Agro
On ‘Indonesia’s
First Organic
Fair Trade
SocialSustainable
Enterprise’
On ‘Developing
Tasikmalaya
through
Agriculture
Modernization’
Ms Emily has successfully become
the first
organic rice exporter in Indonesia

throughDrher
PT Bloom
Agro.
approach—innovative
sustainable
methods,in order
Unang
explains
theHer
need
for sustainable agriculture
modernization
trainingtofor
farmers,
value chain
empowerment,
andstrategy
unique has
product
develop
Tasikmalaya.
A sustainable
agribusiness
to be agreed
creation—has
lifted
up
many
farmers’
lives
out
of
poverty
—
not
to
mention
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
the prestigious
international
awards.
She leads bysuch
example.
refers tonational
the jointand
effort
of UNSIL and
PA International,
as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Mr Adi Lingson, Founder and CEO of Juragan Kapal
On ‘Flat Hull Ship Technology’

The job of fisherman is supposed to be strategic in Indonesia. Ironically, the
highest rate (25,14%) of poverty in Indonesia is among fishermen. Mr Adi
Lingson found that most of the fishermen’s problems regard the dependency
on middlemen (tengkulak), which then leads to the incapability of fishermen
to have their own boat. Through PT Juragan Kapal, Mr Adi developed a flat hull
ship technology to empower the farmers with affordable new boats.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Mr Wahyu Trirachmadi, SH, MM, Chairman, Advisory Board
and Competitiveness Development Board, KADIN
Tasikmalaya
On ‘The Role of Coordination between KADIN and DPDS Kota
Tasikmalaya in Increasing the Region’s Competitiveness’

Mr Wahyu comments on how the local enterprises’ competitiveness needs to be
improved. This not only helps improving their own products, but it also could
stimulate the productivity of the region, which obviously will contribute to
improving the region’s economy and employment. Mr Wahyu says that the
challenges for locals to compete in the international market are language barriers
and dishonesties that are still a bad habit among the local businessmen.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang
Atmaja,
of of
thePTCooperation
Division at
Guntara
Noor,Head
Owner
Citra Agro Buana
PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION Mr Yudi
Universitas Siliwangi
Semesta
On ‘Developing
Tasikmalaya
On ‘SME
Empowerment
to Fill thethrough
MissingSustainable
Links in the
Modernization’
FoodAgriculture
Supply Chain
(Case on Live Cattle Production)’
Unang explains
the need for sustainable
agriculture
modernization
order
Mr YudiDr
emphasizes
the strenghtening
of SMEs in filling
the missing
link in the in
food
to
develop
Tasikmalaya.
A
sustainable
agribusiness
strategy
has
to
be
agreed
supply in the case of cattle production. Mr Yudi emphasizes the need to improve
and implemented
produce
products.slaughtering,
Dr Unang also
performance
in various tophases
in and
theexport
food high-value
chain: breeding,
refers to
the joint effort
of UNSIL
PA International,
the creation
transporting,
marketing;
together
withand
increased
consumingsuch
it isasimportant
to of
thewhole
Kabupaten
Agribusiness
Masterplan (2004) and the Highmake the
processTasikmalaya
more effective
and efficient.
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Mr Irwan
Abdalloh,
Head
of of
Market
Development
at at
PRESENTATION
Dr Unang
Atmaja,
Head
the Cooperation
Division
PRESENTATION
the Indonesia
Stock
Exchange
Universitas
Siliwangi
On ‘SME
Empowerment:
A Concept
of the InvestmentOn ‘Developing
Tasikmalaya
through
Sustainable
BasedAgriculture
Cooperative’
Modernization’
Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
developthe
Tasikmalaya.
A sustainable
agribusiness strategy
has towhich
be agreed
Mr Irwantoexplains
concept of
the investment-based
cooperatives
implemented
to produce
export high-value
products.
Dr Unang
connect and
investment,
saving,
buying, and
borrowing,
selling, and
paying
in a also
refers
to
the
joint
effort
of
UNSIL
and
PA
International,
such
as
the
creation
coordinated format. This way, the farmers will be connected to the capital market of
the Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the Highand be investors
themselves.
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Unang Atmaja,
Head of theHead
Cooperation
Division
at
MsDr Joelistiana
Widjajanti,
of Social
Governance
UniversitasofSiliwangi
Department
BAPPEDA Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
‘Developing
TasikmalayaDevelopment
through Sustainable
OnOn
‘The
Plan of Infrastructure
in
Agriculture Modernization’
Tasikmalaya’

Unang explains
the need
sustainable plan
agriculture
modernization
in orderwhich
Ms Dr
Joelistiana
talks about
the for
development
of Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya,
to
develop
Tasikmalaya.
A
sustainable
agribusiness
strategy
has
to
be
agreed are
carries the jargon ‘Tasik Siap’ and consists of ‘Five Readinesses’. Those readinesses
and implemented
produce andplans:
exportroads,
high-value
products.
Dr Unang
also and
translated
into varioustoinfrastructure
hospitals,
landifills,
clean water,
refers
to
the
joint
effort
of
UNSIL
and
PA
International,
such
as
the
creation
of
center of government area.
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
PRESENTATION Representatives
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Infrastructure
Needs for Sustainable Development: The
On
‘Developing
Tasik Experience’ Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’
Ibu Nurhayati is passionate about the dire facts and figures that describe Indonesia’s
Dr Unang
explains the
need forYes,
sustainable
agriculture
modernization
deplorable
infrastructure
condition.
Indonesia
can become
the world’s in
4thorder
largest
to
develop
Tasikmalaya.
A
sustainable
agribusiness
strategy
has
to
be
agreed
economy by 2050; but today Indonesia is ranked among the lowest in almost
all key
and implemented
produce
and export
Dr Unang
also
categories,
e.g. ports, toroads,
railroads
andhigh-value
ground products.
transportation
networks.
refers to
the joint
effort
of UNSIL and
PA International,
such
as the
of in
Tasikmalaya
is even
worse.
Tasikmalaya
is among
the poorest
cities
andcreation
regencies
the Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
Agribusiness
Masterplan
(2004) aand
the HighWest Java.
So Tasik’s strategic
location
and natural
wealth requires
wake-up
call in
Level
food
safety
Jakarta.
Ibu Seminar
Nurhayationwill
make
theand
call.food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
Universitas Siliwangi
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
Agriculture Modernization’

Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the HighLevel Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.
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Ir Bambang Susanto Priyohadi,
Dr Unang Atmaja, Head of the Cooperation Division at
PRESENTATION
Coordinating Minister of Maritime Affairs and Resources
Universitas Siliwangi
Dr Rizal Ramli
On ‘Developing Tasikmalaya through Sustainable
On ‘Infrastructure Development Needs in Tasikmalaya’
Agriculture Modernization’
Pak Bambang reveals that the Central Government already develops plans to open
Dr Unang explains the need for sustainable agriculture modernization in order
up South Java’s economy through new ports and roads. He says the Cikalong Port
to develop Tasikmalaya. A sustainable agribusiness strategy has to be agreed
development has a huge potential in export activities that will boost the local and
and implemented to produce and export high-value products. Dr Unang also
national economy. He emphasizes that the development of Tasikmalaya should be
refers to the joint effort of UNSIL and PA International, such as the creation of
holistically integrated, starting from the port, connected to each village through the
the Kabupaten Tasikmalaya Agribusiness Masterplan (2004) and the Highmain road, and also reaching the new airport that will open soon.
Level Seminar on food safety and food security in Tasikmalaya (2014). Now it
is time to act.

Ir Bambang Susanto Priyohadi, MA

1. We need to develop a port in Cikalong, Tasikmalaya
• West Java doesn’t take serious in developing the South-South Link, which was once became a
national concern, that will connect the East to the West part of Java through the South Lines.
• Within the South-South Link, we see that those are the location of core activities where it can be
developed.
• There are abundant sources of fishes in the southern part of Java, for example Tuna, that are
being taken away by other region’s fisher instead of Tasik’s fishermen.
• The upper part of Java is becoming poor area, 400 fishermen from northern part of Java were
being moved to Natuna, in the other hand, the southern Java needs more fishermen.
• It is also important to have control in regards to many issues related to drugs trafficking and
illegal immigrants that happenned in the southern area.
• Why Cikalong, not Pangandaran? Because the sedimentation level in Pangandaran is getting
higher and higher which would be a waste to develop a port there
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2. Wiriadinata airport
• The airport has a potential to export goats from West Java to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
• 1 antonov plane could carry about 254 goats from West Java to Kuala Lumpur in just 2
hours. It will never be more effective and the more important thing is the goats are still
fresh and away from stress so the selling price will be much higher.
• We have done this in another region, and have successfully competed with Australia.
• Suggestion on exporting a cross breeds of Bur and Etawa goats which have a higher
quality and higher price in the market
3. Improve the infrastructure from villages to the port
• Poor condition of the main roads from the farm to the market is still become the main
problem
• Improvement on the infrastructure connecting the port to the local village, and also to the
airport for a holistically integrated industry.

✓ Cikalong Port is the key determination of Tasik’s better future, also for Indonesia, so the
development of this port should be accelerated and the Government’s attention is
needed.
✓ Cikalong Port should be an Eco-Friendly port, which means it doesn’t use any material
that will harm the environment
✓ The development of this port should be followed by the development of another
industrial activities to make a holistically integrated eco-friendly industrial park in
Tasikmalaya
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KEY ACTORS
Bank Tani ( Farmer's Bank)
1. Bank Tani (Farmer’s Bank)
Founder : Masril Koto
Founder : Masril Koto
PT. Vasham
Kosa Sejahtera
Address : PT. Vasham Kosa Sejahtera
WismaWisma
Millenia
Jakarta
Millenia
Lantai-4 Jl. Letjen No. Kav 16,
MT. Haryono, RT. 11/RW. 5, West Tebet, Tebet,
South Jakarta City, Jakarta 12810

BAZNAS Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
Address : Jl Muktamar No. 28 Desa Cipakat
Kec.Singaparna,
Tasikmalaya
3. Baznas Kabupaten
Tasikmalaya
Phone : (0265) 541 547
Chairman : KH. Drs. Acep Thahir Fuad
Website
: baznaskabupatentasikmalaya.
Address
: Jl. Muktamar No. 28 Desa Cipakat
Singaparna Tasikmalaya
blogspot.co.id
Phone : +62-265-541547
Head :Website
KH.Drs.: Acep Thohir Fuad
Contact
Person : Apan S HI
https://baznaskabupatentasikmalaya.blogspot.co.id
5. Belgian Ambassador to Jakarta
Kingdom of Belgium Ambassador: H.E Patrick
Herman
BAZNAS
Kota Tasikmalaya
Deutsche
Bank Building 16th floor
Address
: Lt 2Bonjol
Masjid
Kota
Tasikmalaya
Jl. Imam
NoAgung
80 Jakarta
10310
Phone : +62-21-316-2030
Fax : +62-21-316-2035

BAPPEDA Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
2. BAPPEDA Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
Address
: Komplek GEBU Jl. Bojong
Head : Ir. R.M Hendry Nugroho MP
Koneng
By Pass
No. 254,
Cintaraja
Address
: Kompleks
Gedung
Bupati (Gebu)
Jl. Bojong
Koneng
By pass No 254 Singaparna
Phone
: (0265)
543000
46415bappeda.tasikmalayakab.go.id
Tasikmalaya
Website:
Phone : +62-265-543432
HeadWebsite
: Ir. R.M.
Henry Nugroho MP
: https://bapedda.tasikmalayakab.go.id
Division Head of Spatial and I
Infrastructure
: Ecep
Sukro M ST
4. Baznas Kota
Tasikmalaya
Head of Social Governance Department:
Chairman : H. Wawan Nawawi
Joelistiana
AddressWidjajanti
: Masjid Agung Tasikmalaya Lt.2
HZ.Sub-Directotate
Mustofa Tasikmalaya
HeadJl.of
of Business
Phone : +62-265-313108
Aﬀairs
: Fityan Aonilla
Website : https://baznas.tasikmalayakota.go.
Head of General Div. of Regional
Secretariat
of Tasikmalaya
Regency
: Affairs
6. Coordinating
Ministry for
Maritime
Suherman
Gaos
and Resources
Expert Staff for Regional Planning : Bambang
Susanto Priyohadi
th
Belgian
Ambassador
to 16
Jakarta
Address
: BPPT Building
Floor
Jl. M.H. Thamrin 8 Jakarta 10340

Jl HZ Mustofa, Kota Tasikmalaya
Phoe
: (0265) 3131 08
7. Dinas Kesehatan Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
Website : baznas.tasimalayakota.go.id
Head : Plt. Drs. Yusep Yustiawandana
Head :Former
KH Wawan
Nawawi
Head : Dr.
H. Oki Zulkifli
Address
:
Kompleks
Gedung Bupati (Gebu)
Contact : Mamad

Ambassador : H.E Patrick Herman
Address : Jl Imam Bonjol 80
8. Dinas Kesehatan Kota Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62 316 20 30

Head : H. Cecep Zainal Kholis dr. M. Mkes
Address : Kompleks Perkantoran
Jl. Ir. H. DjuandaTasikmalaya
Phone : +62-265-34243
Website : https://dinkes.tasikmalayakota.go.id

Jl. Bojong Koneng By pass No 254 Singaparna
46415 Tasikmalaya
Dinas Phone
Kesehatan
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
: +62-265-2533153
Website
:
https://dinkes.tasikmalayakab.go.id
Address : Komplek GEBU Jl Bojong

Koneng
By Pass No.254, Cintaraja,
9. Dewan Peningkatan Daya Saing Kota
Singaparna
Tasikmalaya
Phone (0265) 543000
Chairman : H. Wahyu Tri Rahmadi
Website:
dinkes.tasikmalayakab.go.id
Address
: Graha Kadin Jl. Cihideung Balong No. 45
Tasikmalaya
Head of
Public Healt Building : Dadan
Phone : +62-265-330152
Hamdani, SKM., Msi
Head : Dr Oki Zulkiﬁ
11. Fatayat NU

Dinas Kesehatan Kota Tasikmalaya
Address : Jl Ir H Juanda ( Komplek
Perkantoran)
Tasikmalaya
10. Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Republik
Phone
: (0265)(The
342437
Indonesia
House of Representatives)
Head : H. Cecep Zainal Kholis dr M.Mkes
Member on Commision V :
HeadNurhayati
of PublicEffendy
Welfare
Department :
Monoarfa
Address : Gedung MPR/DPR RI
H.Sarwono
Jl. Jendral Gatot Subroto RT I/RW 3 Senayan
ChiefKebayoran
of PublicBaru
Health
: Endang Suwarman
– Jakarta
12. Indonesia Stock Exchange

Chairwoman
: Hj. Enung Nursaidah Ilyas
Fatayat
NU
Address : Cipasung Tasikmalaya
Chairwoman : Enung Nursaidah
Address : Jl Dr Sukarjo No 47 Tawangsari
Tasikmalaya, Jawa Barat

Head
Islamic Capital market Development
House
of of
Representative
Mr. Irwan Abdalloh SE., MM
Member
: Nurhayati
Monoarfa
Indonesia
Stock Exchange
Building 1st Tower,
Jl. Jend.
Kav. 52-53, Senayan,
Address
: Jl Sudirman
Jendral Gatot
Kebayoran Baru
Subroto
RT 1/RW 3

Indonesia Stock Exchange
Address :Jalan Jend. Sudirman Kav. 52Senayan, Kebayoran Baru RT/RW 05/03
Head of Market Development :
Irwan Abdalloh

Juragan Kapal
CEO : Adi Lingson

Jakarta Selatan 12190
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14.Kabupaten Tasikmalaya

13. Juragan Kapal
CEO : Adi Lingson
Office Address : Jl. Kebagusan Dalam IV No.7
Pasar Minggu 12520 Jakarta Selatan
Boatyard Address : Jl. Raya Tanjung Burung
Teluk Naga – Tangerang Banten
Contact : +62-812-8986-2800
Website : info@juragan kapal.com

Regent : H. Uu Ruzhanul Ulum, SE
Address : Kompleks Gedung Bupati (Gebu)
Jl. Bojong Koneng By pass No 254 Singaparna
46415 Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62-265-543000
Fax : +62-265-543123
Website : www.tasikmalayakab.go.id

15. Kadin Tasikmalaya

16. Kampung Gizi Tasikmalaya

Chairman : Deni Yunizar
Address : Graha Kadin Jl. Cihideung Balong No. 45
Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62-265-330152
Website : https://kadintasik.com

17. Kelompok Tani Nelayan Andalan (KTNA)
Tasikmalaya

Chairwoman : Yanti Marliyanti
Kampung Ciangsana 003/001 Desa Banyuasin
Kec. Taraju
Kabupaten Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62-82315157464

18.Klik Quick

Chairman : Sambas
Address : Kompleks Gedung Bupati (Gebu)
Jl. Bojong Koneng By pass No 254 Singaparna
4641Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62-82317961110

Co-Founder : Raden Ian IhsanGopur
Address : PerumPanglayungan
Jl. Dinding Ari Raya III No. 152
CipedesTasikmalaya
Phone : +62-265-320811

19. Muhammadiyah

20. Telkomsel

Chairman : Dr. KH. Haedar Nashir
Secretary General : Dr. H. Abdul Mu’tiM.Ed
Address : Gedung Dakwah Muhammadiyah
Jl. Menteng Raya No. 62 Kebon Sirih
Jakarta Pusat 10340
Phone : +62-21-3927602
Website : https://m.muhammadiyah.or.id

Vice President Sales & Service Strategy :
Gilang Prasetya
Address : Telkomsel Smart Office 5th Floor
Telkom Landmark Tower
Jl. Jend. Gatot Subroto Kav. 32 Jakarta Selatan
12910
Telkomsel Tasikmalaya Branch Manager : Teddy
Sofyan
Address : Jl. Panglayungan II No. 3-5 Tasikmalaya
Phone : +62-265-320811

21. Nazava Filters

22. PA Asia, Ltd.

Co-Founder & Business Director :
Lieselotte Heederik
Address : Jln. Kolonel Masturi Kav. 1 Km 1. No. 345
Cipagaren, Cimahi Bandung
Phone : +62-22-6649061
Website : http://nazava.com

23. PT. PA CSR Indonesia

Managing Partner: Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Address : Suite 703-4, 7/F, Wing on House 71
Des Voeux Road Central, Hongkong
Phone : +852 25 30 02 22
Fax : +852 28 45 05 04
Website : www.pa-asia.com

24. PA Europe NV

President Director : Rio Praaning Prawira Adiningrat
Address : Apartemen Eksekutif Menteng Tanjung
Tower, 9th floor, No 1-4
Jl. Pegangsaan Barat No 6-12, Jakarta Pusat 10320
Phone : +62 21 392 2070
Fax : +62 21 392 1686
Website : www.pa-csr.com
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Managing Partner: Rio Praaning Prawira
Adiningrat
Address : Franklinstraat 106-108, 1000 Brussels,
Belgium
Phone : +32 2 735 83 96
Fax : +32 2 735 84 66
Website : www.pa-europe.com

25. PA International Foundation

26. PT. Bloom Agro

Chairman: Prof. Mark Eyskens
Address : Lange Voorhout 100, 2514 EJ Den Haag,
The Netherlands
Phone : +31 70 3456 210
Fax : +31 70 3456 908
Website : www.pa-international.org

27. PT. Citra Agro Buana Semesta

Director : Emily Sutanto
Address : The City Tower 12th Floor-1N
Jl. MH. Thamrin No. 81
Phone : +62-87822282068
Website : www.bloomagro.com

28. The Jakarta Post

Owner : Ir. Yudi Guntara Noor
Address : Jl. Dipati Ukur No. 71 Lebakgede Coblong
Bandung Jawa Barat 40132

29. Universitas Muhammadiyah

Editor in Chief : Endy Bayuni
Address : Jl. Palmerah Barat No. 142-143 Jakarta
10270
Phone : +62-21-5300476/8
Website : www.thejakartapost.com

30. Universitas Siliwangi

Rector : Dr. Ahmad Qonit AD, MA
Dean of Health Faculty : Saryomo S. Kep. NS., M.Si
Address : Jl. Tamansari Gobras Tasikmalaya 46198
Phone : +62-265-2350982
Website : www.umtas.ac.id
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Rector : Prof. Dr. H. Rudi Priyadi
Head of Cooperation Division : Unang Atmaja
Address : Jl. Siliwangi No. 24 Kahuripan Tawang
Tasikmalaya 46115
Phone : +62-265-330634
Website : www.unsil.ac.id
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